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FROM TH E EDITOR

MAY/JUNE 2021, Volume XLII Number 3

A friend told me that she once hid in her closet to
start a new knitting project. She and her husband
were working in the yard together, and all she could
think about was the new yarn and pattern she had
bought the day before. She finally succumbed, made
up an excuse, and went inside to knit . . . inside a closet.
Maybe that wasn’t the best solution, but I understand the
feeling. There is nothing quite like a new project and yarn to go with it.
Currently, I’m looking for something new. We’ve been staying home for
more than a year now, and my looms are empty. I just finished a set of
towels on one loom, samples for placemats on another, and over the weekend, I finally cut off a dog on the loom that had been haunting me for several months. There is something lonely about empty looms, and I long to
warp one. I’m ready for spring and summer weaving projects.
Last year, when we were developing issue themes, I was dreaming of late
spring and summer and things you might like to take with you for a picnic,
whether in a park, on your tailgate, or even in your own backyard. Picnics
led to thinking about checks and plaids, patterns that I associate, rightly or
wrongly, with summer. Still dreaming of picnics, we developed a palette
and picked projects. We chose checked and plaid napkins, placemats, runners, and towels for dining alfresco; a baby blanket and a wool throw for
comfort; and scarves and shawls for chilly spring nights. Just because I
loved the summeriness of it, and with the hope that in-person conferences
would soon be a thing again, I opted for an inkle-woven watermelonthemed lanyard.
We paired the checked and plaid projects with an Idea Gallery article by
Daryl Lancaster about how she designed a plaid for a coat using leftovers from
other projects, a musing by Toby Smith about designing a plaid as a form of
narrative, and an article by Kathy Fitzgerald about the meaning imbued in
many plaids and checks. From a technical standpoint, Tom Knisely contributed an article about properly caring for reeds, and Angela K. Schneider
sampled using classic wool yarns spun expressly for weaving tartans.
Finally, in one of our more endearing endnotes, Judy Steinkoenig writes
about weaving for her daughter’s wedding, including weaving the tartan for
her grandson’s kilt.
Weave well,
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weaving project extraordinary? It’s often the details that
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more than just twisting fringe.
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Deflection is caused by multiple factors including weave
structure and yarn choice. This
issue will feature techniques
that cause deflection and the
beautiful projects that result.
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JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2022
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We all have yarn stashes, but
have we ever looked at them
critically? What yarns should
be in a stash? How should
you care for a stash? This
issue will feature projects
and articles that are all about
using, expanding, or improving your stash.
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LE T TERS

Letters

Stories, tips, tricks, and questions
from Handwoven readers.

I enjoyed reading both articles in
the March/April 2021 issue about
weaving five-shaft patterns on
four-shaft looms; Susan’s lovely
bed runner shows that it is indeed
possible to weave more complicated patterns on simple fourshaft looms. Thank you for
bringing older ideas forward and
making them available to a new
audience. Mary Meigs Atwater to
Carol Thilenius to Susan E. Horton
to the next weaver is a nice chain.
I was reminded of Dorothy Burton’s monograph, Versatile Bronson
(Weavers’ Guild of Boston, 1984), in
which she quoted Carol Thilenius’s
1974 Interweave article about this
technique. Dorothy described a
second method that she used that
involved a heddle bar placed
behind the shafts and on top of the
warp. This is also a slow technique

I rarely weave with acrylic yarns,
but a friend asked me to make her
a blanket that could be washed
frequently by machine, so acrylic
seemed the only choice. In my
stash, there was some nice
machine-washable wool/acrylic
yarn left over from a previous
project, but I didn’t have enough
for both warp and weft. I was
pressed to get the blanket woven,
so I purchased a popular brand of
acrylic from a craft store.
I wound the weft yarn on a
boat shuttle and soon realized
that I was going to have serious
trouble with it. It was so sticky
from static electricity that it
jumped and clung to every surface it came near: my hands, the
reed, the wooden parts of the
loom, my clothes, and itself in
kinky twists. It was as if every
surface was a magnet that
attracted the yarn to it with a
snap. I couldn’t even shake the
6
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as the heddle bar must be raised
manually. It is similar to a technique called kjeppskill (stick shed)
that I was taught in Norway for
weaving multishaft patterns on a
four-shaft loom.
—Norma Smayda

yarn from my hands. It clung to
the warp after I passed the shuttle through the open shed, and it
jumped to my clothes as I put the
shuttle on the cloth. Aaargh!
I was forced to step back and
contemplate how to handle this
mess. I had never read anywhere
about how to deal with static
electricity in yarns and couldn’t
find anything online. Finally, I
thought to try a dryer sheet to
see if it had any effect on removing the static. I rewound the
shuttle, pulling the yarn through
a dryer sheet as I put it on the
second shuttle. I also wiped a
dryer sheet over the surface of
the unwoven warp to make sure
all potential static was dealt
with. It worked! Maybe my experience will help others know
what to do if they run into sticky
yarns like this one.
—Ann Walper, via email
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SOM E WH ERE IN TIM E

Left: The finished weaving displayed on a wall. Right: A selection of the Learning from Scratch yarns used by Carol.

Somewhere in Time
BY C A R O L I RV I N G

I am a fiber artist. In my work, I love the materials I use, the processes
I employ, and especially the rainbow of yarn that surrounds me. Colorsaturated yarns allow me to convey my thoughts or inner visions to the
viewer. For my rug Somewhere in Time, I visualized strong waves with a
riled subsurface as they move the water and create riptides off a Great
Lakes island. I envisioned it as a dynamic piece emoting powerful energy.
To achieve that vision, I used shaft
switching on the Harrisville Rug
Loom and changed colors many
times as I wove. I gradated my
colors often, thereby imbuing the
piece with color. The resultant rug
is reminiscent of an amazing place:
Mackinac Island during the lilac
blooming season. For my palette,
I chose various shades of deep
purples, lavenders, and greens. You
can almost smell the lovely scent of
lilacs in the air and hear the waves of
Lake Huron that surround the
island. As I wove this piece with

lilacs in mind, someone suggested
Somewhere in Time as a title, a
reference to the Upper Peninsula’s
Mackinac Island lilacs and the
movie of the same name filmed there
in 1979. I thought it was a great fit!
My chosen yarn for weaving this
rug is also very special to me. I
chose yarns from Learning from
Scratch, a nonprofit organization
located in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Learning from Scratch works with
local businesses and industry to
identify and repurpose waste and
excess materials for use in art and

education within the community.
For one of its projects, Learning
from Scratch is working with
another Michigan company, a
luxury carpet manufacturer,
repurposing natural-fiber yarns
such as silk, cashmere, and wool
that were unused in the manufacturing process. The carpet company
has a sustainable approach to its
manufacturing process, so this
arrangement suits both parties well.
Finding a yarn company in my own
state of Michigan so devoted to the
community l love was exciting.
Using the repurposed yarn in my
piece inspired by the beauty of
Michigan just made sense.
For more information about
Learning from Scratch, check out
facebook.com/lfsgr.
M A Y / J U N E 2 0 2 1    H A N D W O V E N
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Photos by Kathy Fitzgerald

SP OTLIG HT

This silk Swedish lace scarf is an example of large checks.

A Checkered
(and Plaided) History
BY K AT H Y F I T ZG E R A LD

Before the mid-1960s when fashion skidded from sweater sets and poodle
skirts to blue jeans and miniskirts, my sisters and I wore clothes sewn by our
mom. She followed simple patterns to facilitate production in four sizes, and
as her target demographic was not overly fussy about the finer details of
couture, her fabric choices included a lot of colorful checks and plaids.
As Momma’s favorite warmweather standard, the checks of
gingham float through my memories
of childhood summers in the form of
elasticized bandeau-and-shorts sets,
snazzy one-piece playsuits that tied
at the shoulders, and shortie
pajamas. My sisters and I aged out of
gingham when we reached school
age, graduating into a clothing world
8
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that included plaid dresses, plaid
jumpers, plaid coats, plaid scarves,
and plaid hair ribbons.
To my mind, checks evoke warm
weather, Judy Garland’s blue gingham
pinafore from The Wizard of Oz, the
large-checked pants in gaudy colors
favored by clowns, the black-andwhite checkered flag of the Indy 500,
and picnic tables covered by ubiqui-

tous red-and-white check tablecloths.
Plaids remind me of nippy weather,
school uniforms, winter coats, and
flannel nightgowns. Checks are made
of lightweight cottons and linens,
plaids of sturdier fabrics and wool.
Checks celebrate simple times,
lightheartedness, youth. Plaids
intimate complexity, maturity, and
heritage, as in the tartans of the
Scottish Highlands.
Checks may be considered the
most basic form of plaid, with
vertical stripes of equal or almostequal widths in two colors crossed
at right angles by horizontal stripes

ratio. Picks per inch depend on the
tension of the warp and the firmness of the beat. (In my own work,
this number varies widely, sometimes within the same project.)
Additionally, other weave structures such as houndstooth and
spider weave may be considered
check patterns, although neither
meets the above criteria.
The words plaid and tartan are
technically synonymous, at least in
the United States, both described as
twilled woolen cloth with a pattern
of bars or stripes of differing widths
in at least two colors meeting at
right angles. Weaving them provides practice in combining colors
in an eye-friendly way.
Non-tartan plaid designs can be
freewheeling and stash-friendly.

Wind a warp of strips, stripes, and/
or bars in any color scheme your
heart desires. Most plaid patterns
repeat forward and backward from
a pivot point, but this is not a
requirement. Weft rules are the
same as for checks but with more
color changes. I recommend a
minimum of two warp ends per
strip, stripe, or bar. While designs
with single ends and picks exist (I
once obsessed over an Aer Lingus
lap blanket with such an arrangement), one warp end of a color
crossed with one weft pick of the
same color doesn’t make much of an
impact in an overall design.
As for weave structure, I don’t
think it matters much. As we have
seen, buffalo plaid is really a
twilled check. Tartans are the

SP OTLIG HT

woven in plain weave. To the weaver,
however, the crux of the check-versusplaid divide is more subtle. For those
who breezily assume they can
always tell plaid from checked cloth
at a glance, I have one word: buffalo.
To the casual observer, buffalo plaid
is clearly not a plaid at all but
checked, which it is, except that the
fiber is traditionally wool instead of
cotton, and the weave structure is
2/2 twill instead of plain weave;
ergo, it is plaid.
When devising warps for checks,
wind equal(ish) stripes in two
colors, one of which shall be white
for gingham or black for buffalo
plaid (or check or whatever). Weft
color order follows the warp pattern
in width, not necessarily with a
one-to-one warp-end-to-weft-pick

Left: This pink scarf fits the definition of a plaid, but it’s definitely not a tartan, registered or otherwise. Center: A scarf woven by
Kathy in the style of Campbell Black Watch tartan. Right: Checked towels woven in twill.
M A Y / J U N E 2 0 2 1    H A N D W O V E N
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exception to this laissez-faire
attitude to the color and structure
of plaids. If you wish to weave
authentic traditional tartans or
register one of your own (to read
about Gael Mueller’s adventures in
this arena, see Resources), there
are Rules To Be Followed.
A Celt at heart, I acquired a copy
of James D. Scarlett’s The Tartan
Weaver’s Guide early on in my
weaving career. When I finally got
around to reading the non-threadcount parts of Mr. Scarlett’s book, I
realized that the several clan-badge
scarves I’d woven were at best
knock-offs in the style of tartans.
(Thread count in this context is
shorthand for—hold on to your
tams—how many warp ends of
which color are in a half-sett unit
with two pivot points.) Traditionally, tartans are woven in worsted
wool (worsted in this case referring

to manufacturing process and not
yarn size). Today, according to the
Scottish Register of Tartans, tartans
may be woven with any fiber at any
sett, although to officially register a
tartan, you must use only colors
permitted by the Register. To make
it easy, if you’re in North America,
Camilla Valley Farm in Ontario,
Canada, carries a line of tartan
yarns imported from Scotland that
include 23 colors on the Scottish
Register of Tartans’ permitted color
list. (See Yarn Lab p. 72 for more
information about these yarns.)
In the foreword to The Tartan
Weaver’s Guide, Mr. Scarlett
laments, “Before commercialization
spoiled the patterns and the early
synthetic dyes spoiled the colours,
tartans were works of abstract art
composed by local weavers using
the limited range of colours they
could obtain from natural sources.

The patterns were clear and bold
and the colours neither gaudy nor
artificially faded and their like is
seldom equaled to-day. To reproduce them is a worthwhile aim for
any weaver.”
In my opinion, any plaid or
check project is worthwhile for
any weaver. For me—winter or
summer, freeform or structured,
gingham or tartan, as child or
woman—checks and plaids have
been and remain part of the fabric
of my life.
RESOURCES

Camilla Valley Farm, camillavalleyfarm.com
Mueller, Gael. “Weaving Antarctica.” Shuttle
Spindle and Dyepot, Fall 2018, 34–39.
Scarlett, James D., The Tartan Weaver’s
Guide. London: Shepheard-Walwyn, 1985.
Revised and reprinted 1995.
Scottish Register of Tartans, www.tartan
register.gov.uk

Left: Buffalo plaid is a checkered pattern that’s woven like a plaid and also happens to be a registered tartan. In this case, the blue
and black variation was registered by L.L. Bean. Center: Kathy’s favorite tartan resource. Right: An example of the Old Stewart tartan
woven by Kathy.
10
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THREAD MAGIC:

Weaving for Shape and Texture
Lotte Dalgaard and Paulette Adam

Authors Lotte Dalgaard and Paulette
Adam have studied the effects of active
yarns for quite some time. This book is
the culmination of much of that study.
For Dalgaard and Adam, an active yarn is
one that changes in appearance during
wet-finishing, either in length or thickness,
without the use of special chemicals. The
book focuses on crêpe yarns (overtwisted
or elastic yarns), Lycra blends, and shrink
yarns: yarns with a polyester core that
contracts with steaming.
Fabrics woven with active yarns shrink
much more than those woven with other
yarns. During wet-finishing, they pleat,
bubble, ripple, and twist, creating astonish-

ing fabrics. Although the authors discuss
a variety of weave structures, they focus
primarily on plain weave and doubleweave.
In those somewhat ordinary weave structures, with the right sett and wet-finishing
the active yarns shine.
The first section of the book concentrates on the characteristics of active
yarns. After providing enough background,
the second part of the book dives into
creating the different types of textures with
accompanying projects. The next two chapters are full of practical information about
dressing the loom and weaving with active
yarns and how best to wet-finish them.
The book ends with two full chapters of
information to help get interested weavers

Ikat: The Essential Handbook
to Weaving Resist-Dyed Cloth
Mary Zicafoose

For the first time in decades, we have a
new book on ikat, the resist-dye technique
used on warp or weft before the fabric is
woven. Resist-dyed yarns create designs
that go beyond the surface of the cloth and
are integral to the cloth itself.
Using ancient dyeing techniques to create contemporary textiles, Mary Zicafoose
weaves tapestries and rugs. Her new
book details how to create resist-dyed
yarns for weaving and also gives detailed
background about the history and cultures
associated with ikat techniques.
The book begins with the history of the
art of resist dyeing yarns for cloth, with
examples and photos from cultures around
the world. Zicafoose defines the possible
variations: warp ikat, weft ikat, double
ikat, and compound ikat. Throughout the
book, there are essays by guest authors
about resist dyeing and weaving as practiced in India, Mexico, Indonesia, Central
Asia, and Guatemala.
12
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Zicafoose then describes the tools and
techniques needed to successfully produce
resist-dyed yarns. Some of these were ingenious surprises including special jigs for
measuring and shifting yarns for both warp
and weft that can be used on various types
of looms. She includes information about
and photos of simple tools and techniques
that any weaver can use.
The chapter on the techniques for
creating precise and planned ikat textiles
includes excellent step-by-step close-up
photos showing how to measure, control,
keep track of, and tie the yarns for resist
dyeing. Her detailed instructions walk the
reader through design, wrapping long areas
of resist, wrapping multiple similar areas of
resist, and organizing the wrapped yarns
to meet specific design goals. There is a

started. “Inspiration and Ideas” is a series
of samples with abbreviated drafts and yarn
specifications that allows readers to see the
effects of different combinations. “Yarn and
Shrinkage Tables,” the final chapter, showcases the shrinkage of various active yarns
when used as weft on a passive yarn warp.
Among the many weaving books available, this is the only book I am aware of
that focuses only on active yarns. It isn’t a
book for the weaver interested in complex
weave structures, but it is a great resource
for anyone who likes to experiment and is
looking to weave textural, almost sculptural, fabrics. Just reading about these
yarn types and how they work expanded
my own knowledge and left me intrigued.

—Susan E. Horton
Odder, Denmark: Forlaget Mellemværk,
2020. Hardcover, 144 pages, $55. ISBN
978-87-999832-3-0.

chapter on dyeing yarn bundles with
indigo or fiber-reactive dyes that includes
clear instructions as well as recipes and
tips for the successful application of color
on yarns.
The last half of the book is a series of
projects, each introducing a new aspect of
ikat dyeing. Zicafoose starts with warp ikat
scarves woven with three different fibers
(cotton, wool, and silk). Then she moves
to projects that have the weaver shift
warps, add more colors, add weft ikat, and
finally use double ikat, where patterning
of dyed warp and weft converges. There
are numerous drawings and photos of each
process and the tools used to make weaving the fabric successful.
Zicafoose writes in a very readable style,
with no assumptions that the reader knows
how to dye and create resist-dyed fabrics.
I am pleased to add this book to my library.
It would be a good addition to any guild
library, and it is a book for every weaver
who dyes yarns.

—Sara Lamb
New York: Interweave/Penguin Random
House, 2020. Hardcover, 159 pages,
$29.95. ISBN 978-1-63250-678-8.

GOODS

Favorite Finds

Household helpers made from wool and
tools that might be new to you.

Sheep-face laundry balls

Soften your clothes naturally—and adorably—with these Flock of
Friends Eco Dryer Balls from Friendsheep. Not only do these reusable
wool balls eliminate the need for fabric softener and dryer sheets
(saving you money), but they also reduce drying time by up to 40%.
Each set comes with six dryer balls handmade from 100% New
Zealand wool that can be reused for over 1,000 loads of laundry.
friendsheepwool.com

New ball winder by Ashford
Photo courtesy of Ashford

Wind your yarn into balls with ease using Ashford’s new
Ball Winders, available in two versions, manual and electric.
These winders clamp easily to tables, where they stay put
thanks to rubber feet. They wind clockwise or counterclockwise
to make balls up to 500 grams/171/2 ounces. The large yarn guide
allows you to smoothly wind all weights of yarn from fine to extra
thick. Made from New Zealand silver beech hardwood with a
lacquered finish, these ball winders are designed to withstand
the test of time while looking beautiful. ashford.co.nz

Photos by Matt Graves unless otherwise noted

Natural Wool Sponges

Keep your kitchen, bathroom, and even your body
sparkling clean with the help of these Wool Sponges
from Housework. Made from 100% natural-colored
wool, they are perfect for scrubbing—without
scratching. The sponges are verified Climate Beneficial by Fibershed and are made in Northern California
from locally grown wool. Each package comes with
two fully compostable sponges.
housework.store/products

Measuring Tape Bracelets

Keep your tape measure always at hand—or more accurately at
wrist—with Crossover Industries’ Wrist Rulers. This clever accessory is designed to be worn like a bracelet that you can easily
pop on and off when you need to measure a repeat or make sure
your warp is the right width. Available in a variety of colors and
sizes ranging from 14" to 30", with or without metric measurements, these wrist rulers also make perfect conversationstarting fashion accessories. crossover.industries
M A Y / J U N E 2 0 2 1    H A N D W O V E N
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Table Looms - 4 and 8 Shaft

Katie Loom

Weave traditional and modern patterns to
create your own original fabrics. Castle folds
flat for transport and storage.

Perfect for travel, workshops, sampling and fun.
8 harness, compact, portable loom.

Fold and go with
weaving in place.

Choose 4 shaft 24”,
8 shaft 16”, 24”, or 32” weaving width.
Stands available.

Jack Loom

16-shaft Folding Table Loom

Choose the loom that will suit your needs now and in the future.

Weave intricate and detailed patterns. Castle folds flat
for transport
and storage.

24" weaving width.
Stand available.

8 shafts,
10 treadles,
38" weaving width.

Ashford weaving looms - effortless, dependable, trusted around
the world for more than 80 years. Models to suit every lifestyle.

ashford.co.nz/blog

Rigid Heddle Loom

SampleIt Loom

The most versatile loom.
Choose 16", 24", 32"
or 48" weaving width.

Perfect for new and experienced weavers.
Choose 10" or 16" weaving width.

Loom Stand
A sturdy stand with side supports,
a comfortable foot rest and
adjustable weaving angle.
One stand to fit all three widths of
the Knitters Loom 12", 20", 28" and
one stand to fit three widths of the
Rigid Heddle Loom 16", 24", 32".
Separate stand for 48" Rigid
Heddle loom available.

Knitters Loom

NEW

stand
Loom
n
s
de ig

Portable, light and compact.
Choose 12", 20" or 28"
weaving width.

Fold
and go!

Ashford Book of Rigid Heddle Weaving
By Rowena Hart
All you ever needed to know about rigid heddle
weaving. Easy warping, weaving techniques and
projects including brooks bouquet, bronson lace
and weaving with the second heddle kit. Create
beautiful garments and
homeware. 123 pages

Everything you need to weave - just add yarn!

Ball Winders
Wind yarn into balls quickly, smoothly and
effortlessly. Perfect balls every time.
Wind extra large balls up to 17½ozs.
Lacquer finish. Choose manual or electronic.

e-Ball Winder
Infinitely variable speed. Soft start motor and
foot switch for better control of your yarn.
Powerful 12v 2.0-amp DC motor drives a
balanced cone assembly. 12v mains power
cord and foot switch included.

Visit www.ashford.co.nz/where-to-buy for your local Ashford dealer.
Dealer enquiries welcome sales@ashford.co.nz

ashford.co.nz

Photos by Tom Knisely unless otherwise noted

NOTE S FROM TH E FELL

Tom has found that he can use reeds made for wider looms on looms that are narrower. They work the same as reeds made for the
width of the loom—the only difference is the overhang off the sides.

Caring for Your Reeds
BY TO M K N I S E LY

Your loom’s reed plays an important part in keeping the warp aligned and
evenly spaced. It also beats the weft against the fell as you bring the beater
forward. Because reeds are interchangeable, I like to think of my reeds as
loom accessories. For the variety of projects that I weave, I mostly use an 8-,
10-, or 12-dent reed. On the rare occasion when I have a bulky-weight yarn
in the warp, I use a 6-dent reed to avoid abrasion. I rarely use a 15-dent
reed with a single end per dent; I’ d rather use an 8-dent reed and sett my
warp at 16 ends per inch with 2 ends in a dent. For warps sett at 30 or 45
ends per inch, well, then I do turn to a 15-dent reed for its convenience.
But mostly I stick with my three favorite sizes.
16
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I would love to have a set of this
trio of reed sizes for each of my
looms, but that is not the case. I
share my reeds between looms if I
can, and I will often use a narrow
reed in a wider beater if the project
allows it. I have even put a wider
reed in a loom with a narrower weaving width. For instance, if the
beater’s ends are open as on the one

careful when choosing the one you
want. Don’t slide the reeds across
each another because you might
damage a reed by bending the teeth
as one reed scrapes across another
reed, making it useless in that
section.
When you purchase a new reed
these days, you will notice the
stamp “SS” on the side bar. This
stands for stainless steel, and it is a
great improvement in reeds. Years
ago, you had the option of buying
either carbon steel reeds at
significantly lower prices or more
expensive stainless steel reeds. If
you live in a humid area, a stainless
steel reed is always preferable
because it will not rust. Carbon
steel reeds develop a patina and
discolor, and they can rust in
humidity. In the past, many people
took the risk and bought the
less-expensive option. So now we
live with the question: What to do
with a rusty reed?

Photo 1. Tom’s antique bamboo reed wrapped in hemp or linen twine.

If you have older reeds in your
collection and they are simply
discolored, this discoloration is not a
problem and doesn’t interfere with
their function. Rust is another
problem though. A little coating of
rust on the surface of the reed can
usually be taken off by spraying the
reed with WD-40 and then wiping
the teeth with a nylon scratch pad
like the one you may have at your
kitchen sink. Wipe in the direction of
the teeth, not against them. Spray a
little more WD-40 on the area and
wipe with a soft cloth. Then slip a
length of yarn or a pipe cleaner
between the teeth to remove any
excess rusty lubricant. If you find you
have a little of the lubricant remaining in your reed and it gets onto your
weaving, it often will wash out with
the first wet-finish. You can also
wind an extra yard of warp for the
first project you weave after cleaning
so that the beginning portion of the
fabric can be discarded if the rust

NOTE S FROM TH E FELL

in the photo at left, I might use a
45-inch-wide reed in a 36-inch loom.
It looks funny, but it works just fine.
Because reeds are expensive, you
want to take good care of them. Here
are a couple tips that I have found
valuable and want to share. First, for
long reeds, try to store them horizontally. This will help to keep them
straight. If you lean them up against a
wall, you risk getting a slight bend in
them, although they can be straightened again with a slight push against
the bow. I have done this many times
when I didn’t have a shelf or flat
horizontal spot for storing my long
reeds. Shorter reeds don’t pose as
much of a problem. I have stored
shorter reeds vertically. A reed holder
(see photo 3) is a great addition to
your studio. It has compartments to
separate the different sizes, and there
is enough space to hold several reeds
of the same dent. It’s very helpful.
If you store your reeds on a shelf,
stacked one on top of the other, be

Photo 2. Sometimes reeds aren’t worth saving,
as with this rusty reed with bowed teeth.

M A Y / J U N E 2 0 2 1    H A N D W O V E N
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Photo 3. Reed stands, like the one
here made by Glimåkra, provide a safe
place to store reeds and other tools.

or so projects and think about what
dent size they will need for each
project. This helps narrow down the
choices. But do try to have at least
an 8-, 10-, and 12-dent reed in your
collection. That should do you well
for most projects. There are the rare
exceptions, though, so let me give
you this food for thought.
Someone once told me that she
had purchased a lot of fine silk
thread and planned on weaving
scarves. She had figured that the
sett should be around 90 ends per
inch. She planned on sleying three
ends per dent in a 30-dent reed and
was ready to purchase a 45-inch,
30-dent reed to fit her loom. The
cost of that reed was expensive—
prohibitively so. I suggested she
instead purchase a shorter reed to
save on the cost because reeds are
sold by the linear inch and not by
the dent. If she only wove scarves,

Photo courtesy of Glimåkra
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comes off on it. It’s a slow process but
perhaps worth it to you.
If your reed is badly rusted, as
in photo 2, and you notice rust
between the teeth, you probably
want to just throw the reed away.
The pitting between the teeth,
where your warp ends travel, will
abrade the surface of your warp
ends and roughen up that area of
your cloth; the pitting can even cut
warp ends. This will never get
better. I personally never deal with
a rusty reed; for me it’s just not
worth the time spent trying to fix it.
Neglected reeds usually come to me
as a result of purchasing an older
used loom. I figure the savings of
purchasing an older loom allows me
to reward myself and my loom with
brand-new stainless steel reeds.
Sometimes the paper covering the
edges of the reed becomes brittle
and comes off. This doesn’t affect
the use of the reed, but it does
expose the ends of the metal teeth.
You can replace this covering with
heavy-duty tape such as duct tape.
Cut the tape to the length needed
and fold it over the reed’s edge. If it
seems to be too wide and extends
beyond the edge and into the teeth,
stick the tape down first onto the
reed and then cut off the overhanging tape with a utility knife. Having
a second person holding the reed on
its edge for you is a great help.
If you are buying a new loom, the
manufacturer usually includes a
reed with the dent size of your
choice. The choice is often either a
10- or 12-dent reed, but you can
usually request the size you want.
How do you choose the correct size?
I tell students to take a moment and
consider what they want to weave. I
suggest they make a list of a dozen

the unused end sections of the reed
would be a waste of money. Remember, you can always put a narrow
reed in a wide loom. This made
sense and kept the cost affordable.
I hope these tips help you with
some of your reed questions. I
have included a picture of an
antique bamboo reed (photo 1).
While bamboo was used for the
teeth, the areas between were
tightly wrapped with either linen or
hemp thread to create the spacing
for the sett. I always wondered
about the word “dent.” Then one day
it became as clear as the nose on my
face. Dent is from dental—like
teeth. If there are 12 dents per inch,
or 12 spaces, then those spaces are
separated by the 12 teeth per inch.
Now that makes perfect sense.
Best wishes to you and, as always,
happy weaving.
Tom

Vest by Dianne Totten

Try

Nature Spun

for Wool Yarn made in
the USA!

Brown Sheep
Company, Inc.
MITCHELL, NEBRASKA

THE FOLK SCHOOL
CHANGES YOU.

Our classic 3-ply yarn is available in sport and
fingering weights on cones - perfect for your next warp.
More than 80 colors are available from your local
retailer or directly from the mill at

www.brownsheep.com

Engaging hands and hearts since 1925. Come
enjoy making crafts and good friends on 270
natural, scenic acres in western North Carolina.

JOHN C. CAMPBELL FOLK SCHOOL
folkschool.org
BRASSTOWN

www.treenwaysilks.com

1-800-FOLK-SCH
NORTH CAROLINA

Shaft-Switching Device

Designed and woven by
Robin Wilton

Silk Scarves Kit

"Huck Lace Meets Color & Weave"

4 Shafts | One Kit makes Two Scarves
toll-free 1.888.383.silk (7455) Lakewood, CO • USA

Cones for weaving

45" Rug Loom with ShaftSwitching Device Designed
with Peter Collingwood

harrisville.com

Maintaining over 200 years of textile tradition

QUALITY. TRADITION. VALUE.
Handcrafted in New Hampshire

1.800.338.9415

Harrisville, NH 03450
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S TEPPING UP

Handspun Hope:
A Fiber Story from Rwanda

“Yarn from Rwanda? I’ve never heard of that!” I exclaimed
several years ago when I discovered some beautiful
organic, naturally dyed merino at a local yarn store. Until
that visit, my knowledge of Rwanda wasn’t great. I knew it
was in Central Africa, it was home to various endangered
animals, and, of course, I knew about the terrible genocide
in the 1990s.

The store owner quickly fixed that
knowledge deficit and introduced
me to Handspun Hope, an amazing organization launched and
orchestrated by a person who lives
in my hometown.
Handspun Hope founder Diana
Wiley has been involved in international charitable efforts for decades
through her church. About 20 years
ago, Diana’s path led her to Rwanda, where social rules make it very
difficult for widows and orphans to
provide for themselves. Diana’s
desire was to not just “give and
leave” but to help women establish
a sustainable lifestyle.
She knew a critical component for
success in this kind of project is to
work with locally available resources. During her first visit, Diana
shared a short video with her family
and friends in which she stood in
the middle of some lush vegetation
and a bunch of farm animals in
Musanze, Rwanda, saying, “Okay,
people, tell me what we can do with
all of this!” The answer, of course,
was sheep.
It took over 10 years to get from
the idea of doing something with the
local sheep to a finished merino wool
yarn that received a thumbs-up from
20
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Photo courtesy of Handspun Hope

By Gabi van Tassell

Handspun Hope members at work.

United States fiber experts. Those
efforts were rewarded when the yarn
became the first yarn certified by the
Fair Trade Federation.
Handspun Hope grew from
supporting about 10 women at its
start to over 130 currently. These
women are strong and determined
and won’t give up working for a better
life for themselves, their families, and
their community. Handspun Hope
provides a safe place for the women to
live and work. It gives them hope and
the ability to live in peace, with
enough food, a home to call their
own, and education for their children.
Handspun Hope currently offers
three yarn lines. The first is Organic
Merino Wool Yarn that is offered in
four weights. The second is Ethiopian
Handspun Cotton Yarn. This yarn is
spun on handspindles by women in
Ethiopia, then imported to Rwanda,
where it is dyed and plied by the
women of Handspun Hope. Recently,
Handspun Hope added a new venture
— breeding Angora rabbits — and its
third yarn line. The beautiful
sportweight Organic Angora and
Merino Blend is stunning in its
softness and sheen.
Handspun Hope very fittingly tags
its yarns “Perfectly Imperfect.” The

handmade character means the
yarns and colors are only available in
limited amounts, and slight variations are the norm. I find all of the
yarns enjoyable to work with and
have made projects on my rigidheddle loom and several small looms.
When I work with the yarn, I take
extra time for sampling. This lets
me explore its best use, but it also
lets me experience the origins of the
yarn like no other yarn does. I think
of the sheep and rabbits in Rwanda,
the women who card and spin the
fibers, harvest the dyes, and dye the
yarn. Connecting with the yarn
means connecting with the women.
Recently, I asked Diana where she
would like Handspun Hope to go
from here. With passionate determination in her voice, she explained
that she wants Handspun Hope to
be self-sustaining before she retires.
What a great mindset to weave into
our projects!
Although by buying the yarn you
will be supporting Handspun Hope,
you can take an additional step and
build a personal relationship by
directly sponsoring one of the
women. Find more information about
Handspun Hope, its yarns, and its
mission at handspunhope.org.

BIG
LE

Celebrating
Year!
Celebrating Our
Our 33rd
31st Year!

SA

BOUNTIFUL

www.bountifulspinweave.com
Rigid Heddle, Floor, Table, Tapestry, Rug & Computer Looms, Spinning
NEW Ashford
Schacht Flip Loom
Ashford Folding
38" Jack Loom
With Stand & Trap
Table Looms w/Gift
3,250.00 w/Gift

SALE

Schacht Floor Looms

Schacht Wolf Looms

Louet Spring II Loom

E

SALE

SAL

w/FREE Bench & Reed

NEW Louet David III looms coming End August – Pre-Order NOW!

We beat advertised prices • Call us for your best deal
Discounts to Schools, Colleges, Government Organizations

Call us toll free at

877-586-9332

https://bountifulspinweave.com
info@bountifulspinweave.com

Allegan County Fairgrounds

150 Douglas Ave, Allegan MI 49010

August 18 – 22, 2021
Workshops

Wednesday – Sunday

Shopping*

Friday & Saturday 10 – 5
Sunday 10-4

Special Events & Competitions*
Saturday & Sunday 10 - Close
www.michiganfiberfestival.info
For safety: Masks Required
*Virtual if Necessary
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Photos by Daryl Lancaster

IDE A G A LLERY

An odd collection of leftover thrums and bits and pieces of past projects can make for a memorable adventure. Don’t be afraid to
combine different weights, textures, and fiber content.

Bits and Pieces Plaid
BY DA RY L L A N C A S T E R

What do you do with all those small bits of yarn that accumulate: leftovers from knitting projects, small skeins of handspun, or that one special
skein given as a gift? How do you handle short pieces of yarn that are too
precious to toss but not long enough to weave an entire project? I ref lected
on these questions while sorting through my shelves one day. I pulled out
a collection of odds and ends—yarns that seemed to coordinate but were
different fibers, weights, and textures—a couple hundred yards of this,
maybe 50 yards of that. I started thinking, “What would happen if I
turned them into a plaid?” Plaids are not something I normally weave.
Constant weft changes are not appealing to a yardage weaver like me who
adores single-shuttle weaves. Still, the concept spoke to me, and I began
playing around.
The first step was to determine
how much of each yarn I had to work
with. If I wanted to preserve a
certain percentage of each of the
22
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yarns for weft to create a plaid based
on the warp sequence, I had to know
the yardages. Using a yarn balance
and a good scale, I determined as

closely as I could the actual yardage
in each of the odd bits. Once I
figured out the length of all the
“players” (there were a dozen total),
I decided to set a warp length and
then see how many ends of warp I
could get from each yarn’s yardage
using a 60/40 split. I would use
60 percent of each put-up for warp
because the loom waste needed to
be accounted for, and 40 percent
would be for the weft. This took
some careful calculations, but it
was an important step and needed
to be done.
I always make clothing from my
cloth, and I know that 6 yards at

that had been languishing around
my studio come to life.
Dressing the loom with 7 yards at
only 8 epi was a joy. I warped front
to back, so it was easy to find any
mistakes before beaming.
Fairly quickly, I abandoned trying
to navigate 12 stick shuttles. With a
width of only 25 inches, I found it was
easier and quicker to simply reach
through the shed with small balls or
butterflies of the weft yarns. To be
honest, I assumed that this would be
one of those projects that would sit on
the loom for the next five years until I
needed the loom for something else,
so I was really surprised by how
much I enjoyed it. Weaving a plaid is
like weaving a motif: it’s best not to
stop until you finish the rotation. In
this case, each rotation was a
substantial amount of weaving.
Within a week, the knots were
coming around the back beam.
Unlike throwing a single shuttle
back and forth for 8 to 10 yards of
fabric, my normal cloth configuration, this pattern required me to pay

The first step is to determine what you have. Calculate
carefully to figure out how many ends of each yarn
can be used in a repeat.

attention and follow a sequence. It
was entertaining, and I finished each
rotation in a sitting.
I carefully kept the plaid square,
knowing that ultimately the yardage
would become clothing. From years
of experience, I can tell you that
matching weft changes in yardage,
for side seams and areas like a center
back, is really tough, no matter how
skilled you are as a weaver.
I ran out of weft for a couple of the
yarns, but I easily found substitutes
to finish the project. My loom has
little loom waste for its size, and
in retrospect, I should have used a
split closer to 55 percent warp and
45 percent weft. Nevertheless, I
pulled the yardage off the loom with
a big smile.
The entire yardage, wools and all,
went straight into the washing
machine on gentle cycle with cool
water. I knew that not all the yarns
would shrink at the same rate, but
because there was a frequently
repeated sequence, and no one yarn
dominated within the piece, I

IDE A G A LLERY

25 inches wide is the minimum
yardage needed for a wearable, so I
settled on a 7-yard warp 25 inches
wide to give myself a little extra
leeway. Careful wraps around a
ruler told me that a sett of 8 ends
per inch (epi) would be sufficient
for twill. There were a lot of
knitting wools and mohair yarns in
the bunch, so this was basically a
good guess.
Fortunately, weaving software
made the next step of designing a
plaid much easier than the first
step. By assigning a color to each of
the “players,” I built a striped warp
that repeated itself based on how
many ends of each yarn I had to
work with. It was easy to see what
the end result would look like by
plugging the warp color sequence
into the treadling sequence.
Once satisfied with the draft, I
started to wind the warp. This was
a slow process because I was
constantly changing yarns, but it
was lovely to see the warp build and
to see all those odd bits and pieces

By assigning each yarn a color, a good simulation of the finished plaid can
be generated using basic weaving software. Daryl used Fiberworks PCW
for her project.
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1

2
4

3

Clockwise from top left: 1. By taping a small snip of each yarn to the draft, winding the repeat will go more smoothly with fewer
mistakes. 2. At only 8 ends per inch, threading and beaming this warp was a breeze. (Pictured: The Harrisville Tensioning
System.) 3. A classic coat from a classy fabric, companion camel-hair side panels helped make good use of the narrower
handwoven fabric and kept matching of the plaid to a minimum. 4. Beat carefully to keep the plaid square and be sure to wash the
yardage when it comes off the loom.

figured the shrinkage would be
even. I was not wrong; the fabric
after wet-finishing was smooth.
I did not sit on the yardage for
long. I decided to make a coat with
a classic design using a pattern
from Burda Style magazine from
March 2002, one with side panels of
contrasting fabric. The side panels
reduced the fabric width I needed
and allowed me to cut a full coat
back from my fabric. They also
24
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eliminated the need to match the
plaid at the sides, though I will say
that I was surprised at how well the
plaid matched at the front. I used
epaulettes of the same contrasting
fabric, a navy camel hair from my
stash, so I would not have to match
the plaid at the shoulders.
Every time I wear this coat, I
remember each of the projects I
made with the yarns that went into
the plaid. I remember the skein of

handspun I was given for my
birthday and the lovely aqua wool
gifted from another generous
friend. I also remember my trip to
Tender Buttons in New York City
(now gone, sadly) to get the perfect
passementerie buttons for the
bound buttonholes. This coat is a
diary of past projects and good
times. Like all things that come
from our hands, it is a perfect blend
of life history and skills.

CONNECTING
Swedish Looms & Yarns for the Modern Weaver
Equipment, Supplies, Books, & More
“Hope” Vest

woven on rigid heddle
and hexagon pin
looms with yarn from
handspunhope.org,
the only certiﬁed Fair
Trade yarn, spun by
women in Rwanda

TURTLE Hexagon
Pin Looms

GREAT LAKES
541.246.8679 • www.GlimakraUSA.com

Project guide available at
turtleloom.com

FIBER SHOW
Celebrating 25 Years

May 29 & 30, 2021
at the

Wayne County
Fairgrounds

Subscribe to our Monthy Newsletter
See our Classes
Shop our Web Store
Shelburne Falls, MA | 413-625-8241
Store | Phone: Tues & Thurs 10am–2pm

Join us for a weekend
full of competitions,
vendors, shows, kids
activities, workshops,
fresh cooked lamb
and much more!
For more info, visit
GreatLakesFiberShow.com

LoftyFiber
Weaving Technology

• TempoWeave - weaving design software!
• TempoTreadle - GPS for your loom!
• Looms from rigid heddle to electronic dobby
from Louet, Schacht, Ashford, and Leclerc.
• Spinning wheels
• 3D printed accessories for looms
• Weaving yarns, patterns, kits

Euroflax for weaving!
weaving
Beautiful colors in
14/4, 14/2, and now in 30/2

Visit us in Upstate
South Carolina
www.loftyfiber.com
info@loftyfiber.com
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Toby’s former house and the inspiration for her tartan design.

Weaving as Narrative
BY TO BY S M I T H

It is not the tea towel that sustains my interest in weaving; it is the very
subject of weaving itself that attracts me. Weaving is thousands of years old.
It is older than we know because its presence is fugitive. Archaeologists often
only know weaving was present in a culture because of the impressions of
cloth left behind on fragments of clay. These impressions are like a dispatch
from the past. In this way, we can think of handwoven cloth as a form of
voice, as a medium with which we can communicate the stories of our lives.
Weavers have a huge design
vocabulary with which to express
ourselves: color, weave structure,
and fiber. As with many other artists,
we compose our work on a flat plane.
We use lines to divide the space and
create shapes. We can make these
equal or varied, which in turn
26
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creates rhythms and suggestions of
deeper meaning. A sharp zigzag twill
line or a blooming-leaf overshot with
its radiating lines can be visually
disturbing. More grid-like overshot
patterns or basketweaves are less
rattling; such designs convey
stability and predictability.

Color is a major component of our
vocabulary. Many have studied the
effects of color on people. One
educational psychologist claims that
the wrong color in a room could
significantly lower the IQs of
children. Personally, I would take
that with a grain of salt.
Consider fiber. It can be inhospitably scratchy or seductively soft. It
can be luridly shiny (they don’t call it
Lurex for nothing) or it can be
almost powdery in its matte appearance. Wool, cashmere, silk, polyester,
cotton, linen—they all have their
own social, cultural, and economic

many versions of the clan history.
The clan’s motto is “Hold fast,”
which apparently they did; the seat
of the MacLeod clan, Dunvegan
Castle, is the only Scottish castle
that has been continuously inhabited by the same family for 800
years, in spite of a history of
economic ups and downs, internecine rivalries, battles, murders, and
immigrations that date back to the
Vikings. The old tartans are about
belonging to a geographical area, a
place as well as a clan.
The tartan is a story cloth that
continues to resonate today, with
new tartans constantly being
designed. Tartans are so popular as
a banner of belonging that there are
tartans for everyone: bush pilots,
prison guards, sewing machine
companies, cattle shows, the
Albuquerque Police Department,
gardeners, Russians, the Arctic, and
not to be outdone, the Antarctic.

The 3920 Tartan, designed and woven by Toby Smith.

Wearing a tartan is a sign
of belonging. It signals
membership in a group
whose members have a
common identity.

WE AV ING A S N A RR ATI V E

considerations. Thus, fiber itself can
carry meaning. If someone were to
gift you pajamas made from the
roughest wool, you might wonder
what was being communicated.
History is full of examples of cloth
that conveys meaning. One of the
most iconic is the Scottish tartan.
Wearing a tartan is a sign of
belonging. It signals membership in
a group whose members have a
common identity. In addition, the
old Scottish tartans have stories to
tell. There are many resources for
those of Scottish descent to trace
their names back to ancestral lands
and the tumultuous history of a
people. The tartan is a canvas upon
which those legends are recorded,
illustrating the narrative accomplishments of this cloth.
Take the MacLeods, for example.
There are 26 different MacLeod
patterns in the Scottish Register of
Tartans, and there are probably as

Consider the Jewish tartan. While
applying the tradition of the tartan
to signal belonging to a social
group, the Jewish tartan also carries
spiritual elements of Judaism
through its use of color and numbers of lines. As it includes blue and
white from the Israeli flag, it also
refers to a geographical area, albeit
a very long way from the Highlands
of Scotland.
Humans are social beings. We
seek a group identity, a unit to
which we belong. The tartan is a
powerful and reassuring symbol,
distinguishing the “Insider” from
the “Outsider.” It is an excellent
example of weaving as narrative.
These narratives may be largely
imagined, as stressed by those who
research traditional clan tartans.
But we live our lives by the stories
we believe, be they clan history,
belief in a spirit world, or political
commitment to an ideology. We live
by stories. Weaving is just another
way of telling them.
I’m moving. I am leaving my home
of 47 years. I have a huge garden, a
quirky 90-year-old house, and a
great water view. As a way of taking
my garden and all the memories of
home with me when I move, I have
made a tartan lap blanket. A
blanket signifies security and
protection, coziness and hominess.
I chose a tartan for my design
because I want to evoke the tartan’s
ability to signal a sense of belonging
to a place, as well as its power to tell
M A Y / J U N E 2 0 2 1    H A N D W O V E N
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tional for both blankets and tartans.
Its two-end float also minimizes
color blending, presenting clear
blocks of color.
As with most modern tartans, the
colors in my tartan do most of the
storytelling work. All the colors in

Photo courtesy of the Internet Archive

stories. I call my design “The 3920
Tartan,” after my home’s address.
True, my tenure here does not date
back to the Vikings, but I’ve
gathered a lot of stories of home in
47 years. My choice of structure is a
straight 2/2 twill, as this is tradi-

An illustration of just one of the MacLeod tartans from The Scottish Tartans,
With Historical Sketches of the Clans and Families of Scotland.
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my blanket were dyed from plant
types that I have grown in my garden
at one time or another over the last
47 years. Yellow dye comes from
marigolds, dahlias, coreopsis
tinctoria, and onion skins. It
represents all the flowers in my
garden, yellow or not. Orange, from
madder, tells stories about vegetable
gardening—like the time I grew
giant cabbages the size of a beach
ball. Way, way too much cabbage. Or
the time the snow piled up on the
blueberry cage, which caved in and
crushed all the large blueberry
plants flat to the ground. Then in
the spring, bit by bit, they picked
themselves up and produced a great
crop. Green symbolizes nature. It
celebrates all the animals that have
visited our yard: deer, coyotes,
raccoons, skunks, squirrels, bobcats,
and bears. Green also represents
the large trees and flowering shrubs
and vines that cover the yard. Blue
represents 47 years of stories about
the inlet that flows in front of us. The
water brings ships from all over the
world. One day this past summer, in
a gesture of farewell from the inlet, a
pod of whales flowed with legendary
grace through the water, right
outside my front window.
There are many examples of
handwoven cloths that convey
messages. The messages can be big
stories of history or small vignettes
of memory. So take your weaver’s
vocabulary of design, color, structure,
and fiber and go weave yourself a
story.

WEAVE NOW DYE LATER
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RIG ID H EDDLE

Wrap Me in Houndstooth
CARL A JEANNE HUBBART

STRUC TURE

Plain weave with colorand-weave.
EQUIPM E NT

Rigid-heddle loom, 20"
weaving width; 12-dent
heddle; 6 shuttles.

YARNS

Warp: Worsted Silk/Merino, RedFish DyeWorks jumpstart kit (50% silk/50% merino; 750 yd/lb) in a colorway
of your choice, 6 colors, 635 yd total. Carla’s warp
consisted of peach, 138 yd; blue, natural, and purple,
95 yd each; coral, 85 yd; gold, 127 yd.
Weft: Worsted Silk/Merino, RedFish DyeWorks jumpstart kit. Carla’s weft consisted of peach, blue, natural,
purple, coral, and gold, 528 yd total.

Weaving inspiration often comes directly from the yarn itself. In
this case, I found myself with too much yarn to choose from. If
you’ve ever been in a RedFish DyeWorks yarn booth, you know what
I mean. The quickest way to narrow down color choices is to have
someone else do it for you. This help came in the form of a RedFish
jump-start kit that contained six beautiful 300-yard skeins of a silk/
merino blend. (Jump-start kits can be ordered for any of the yarns
RedFish DyeWorks carries.)
After choosing a kit, my goal was to use as much of the yarn as
possible. A plaid of some kind would do the job, but I decided to jazz
it up with a color-and-weave houndstooth pattern. A six-color
houndstooth? Sure, why not?
I grouped the six skeins into three light/dark pairs and warped
the pairs in different-sized sections, alternating two light and two
dark ends. I wove
with the same pairs
in random order to
create differentsized color-andweave blocks.
Patches of true
houndstooth appear
where each color
pair in the weft
crosses itself in
the warp.

OTHE R SUPPLIES

No-rinse wool wash,
such as Eucalan or Soak.
WARP LE NGTH

240 ends 95" long
(allows 7" for take-up,
16" for loom waste; loom
waste includes fringe).

SET TS

Warp: 12 epi (1/dent in a
12-dent heddle).
Weft: 11–12 ppi.
DIM E NSIONS

Width in the heddle: 20".
Woven length: (measured
under tension on the loom) 72".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing) 18½" × 68" with
4½" fringe.

Notes on houndstooth
Houndstooth is one of the most recognizeable patterns created by colorand-weave. The pattern never seems
to go out of style.

1

Set up your loom for direct warping a
length of 95", or wind a warp of 240 ends
95" long following the warp color order in
Figure 1. If using a different colorway,
warp 2 ends of a dark color, then 2 ends
of a light color, threading the color pairs in
varying widths. (See Figure 1 for the warp
color order that Carla used.) Warp the
loom using your preferred method, centering for a weaving width of 20".

2

Wind the remainder of each of the six
colors of yarn onto shuttles. Spread the
warp with scrap yarn.

3

With your first color pair, weave 2
picks dark and then 2 picks light for
the houndstooth pattern. (Helpful hint:
Use the width of a block of that color
pair in the warp to help determine the
height of a woven block.) Continue
M A Y / J U N E 2 0 2 1    H A N D W O V E N
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weaving with the second and
third color pairs in the same manner, varying the sizes of the
blocks. Weave until the shawl
measures about 72".

4

Weave several picks of scrap
yarn to protect the weft. Leaving
7" of warp on each end for fringe,
cut the fabric from the loom. Leave
the scrap yarn in for wet-finishing.

5 Wet-finish in tepid water with a

couple of tablespoons of no-rinse
wool wash. Swish the shawl two to
three times to make sure it is fully
wet and let it soak for 15 minutes.
Squeeze out excess water, roll it in
a towel, squeeze out more water,
and hang to dry.

6

Trim fringe to 6". Removing
the scrap yarn as you work,
twist the fringe in groups of 4
ends. Steam-press.
has been a
weaver for over 35 years. She recently
became one of the new owners of
Alamitos Bay Yarn Company, Long
Beach, California.
CARL A JE ANNE HUBBART
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1. WARP COLOR ORDER
6x 5x 7x

4x

9x

3x

8x

4x

5x

52 16 2
2
2
36
2
2
2
2
2
2
36
2
2
2
36
2
2
2
32
2
2
2
18
2
48
240 ends total

peach
blue
natural
purple
coral
gold

Stories of Cloth, Thread,
and Their Makers
Long Thread Media Cofounder Anne Merrow interviews your
favorite needleworkers and fiber artists from across the globe.
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Deb Menz | Louie García | Heavenly Bresser
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Apple Podcasts

Spotify

Google Podcasts
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4-SH A F T

Asymmetric Elegance
ALISON IRWIN

STRUC TURE

Twill.

EQUIPM E NT

4-shaft loom, 9" weaving
width; 10-dent reed; 5
boat shuttles; 5 bobbins;
1 stick shuttle.

YARNS

Warp: Bambu 7 (100% bamboo; 2,100
yd/lb; Silk City), #797 Lime, 180 yd; #164
Indigo, 120 yd; #010 Rice, 168 yd; #393
Ginger and #048 Honey, 9 yd each.
Weft: Bambu 7, #797 Lime, 105 yd; #164
Indigo, 70 yd; #010 Rice, 122 yd; #393
Ginger and #048 Honey, 4 yd each.

WARP LE NGTH

162 ends 3 yd long (includes floating
selvedges; allows 7" for take-up, 30" for
sampling and loom waste; loom waste
includes fringe).
SET TS

Warp: 20 epi (2/dent in a 10-dent reed).
Weft: 17 ppi.

This project fell easily into place and I was able to quickly check off
some boxes in the planning stage. The result is an elegant scarf
with an asymmetric plaid for added interest.
Yarn and palette: In my stash, I had partial cones of Bambu 7 in
Lime, Indigo, Rice, Ginger, and Honey—five hues in this issue’s
palette. These yarns, left over from a twill shawl that had a wonderful hand, were the perfect choice for a summer-weight scarf.
Weave structure: With the issue’s theme of Checks and Plaids, I
didn’t have to look far for inspiration. I pulled out the paperwork for
a table runner that I wove last year based on a 2/2 broken twill from
Anne Dixon’s book The Handweaver’s Pattern Directory. That draft
had been a good choice for bold blocks of color in warp and weft,
and a close study revealed “boxes” caused by the breaks in the
threading and treadling. Pairing Dixon’s pattern with the Bambu 7
yarn would give this scarf subtle texture.
Design: I decided to think outside the box, opting for stripes of
different widths in the warp rather than equal amounts of each
color. I added single ends and picks of Ginger and Honey as accents.
To create a plaid, I repeated the stripe combination several times in
the weft.

1

Wind a warp of 162 ends 3 yd long following the warp color
order, Figure 1. Note that the floating selvedges are included in
the warp color order.

2

Warp the loom using your preferred method and thread following the draft in Figure 2. (Note that Honey and Ginger will always
be on shafts 2 or 4.) Sley 2 per dent in a 10-dent reed, centering
for a weaving width of 82/10". Sley the floating selvedges in empty

DIM E NSIONS

Width in the reed: 82⁄10".
Woven length:
(measured under tension
on the loom) 71".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing) 6¾" × 58" with
3" fringe.

dents on each side of the warp and weight
them over the back beam.

3

Wind five bobbins, one for each weft
color. Leaving at least 5" unwoven warp for
fringe, spread the warp with scrap yarn.

4

For the plain-weave border, measure
1 strand of Rice 4 yd long. Unply the
strand to create two pieces of three-ply
weft. Wind one of the pieces on a stick
shuttle. Leaving a tail 1 yd long for hemstitching, weave 12 picks of plain weave.
Use the tail to hemstitch over the first
two rows in groups of 3 or 4 as indicated
in the draft.

5 Switch to the regular Rice bobbin

wound in step 3. Weave the body of
the scarf following the treadling in the
draft, Figure 2, and the weft color order,
Figure 3. Note that the 20-pick repeat is
completed for each section of the weft
color order, and in the solid sections it is
repeated multiple times.

6 Use the second piece of Rice weft

from step 4 to weave 12 picks of plain
weave for the border. With the tail of
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2

1

B (1)
8x
4
1

2

3

4

4
1

2

3

4
2

3

1

4
2

3

1

a small amount of detergent. Gently agitate the scarf by hand. Rinse
in warm water.

9

Drain the water from the sink
without removing the scarf.
Loosely roll the scarf and gently
squeeze to remove some of the
water from the fabric. Unroll the
scarf onto a long towel, cover with
another towel, and vigorously pat
up and down the length of the
scarf. Hang the scarf to dry.

10 Trim the fringe to 5". Twist

the fringe using two groups of
hemstitched ends in each bundle
for a finished length of 3" and
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6x

8 Fill a sink with warm water and

Step 4

1

G (6)
Border

12 pw border

12

3

1
1

1
1

80
3

3

60

E (2) 40
F (1)

2x

Leaving at least 5" for fringe
on both ends, cut the fabric from
the loom.

D (1)

60x

7

C (3)

2x

yarn, hemstitch over the last two
rows in groups of 3 or 4 ends as
at the beginning.

1 2 3 4 5 6
4 4 4
3 3
3
2
2 2
1
1
1
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

6x

floating selvedge
hemstitch group

36

Border
A (4)

7x

1

Indigo
Lime
Ginger
Honey
Rice

Ind
i
Lim go
Gin e
Ho ger
n
Ric ey
e
Spl
it R
ice

40
40
60
60
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
1
56 4
12 4
12 3
3
12 3
3
162 ends total (includes floating selvedges)

2. DRAFT

3

3. WEFT COLOR ORDER

1. WARP COLOR ORDER

HEDDLE COUNT
Shaft 4
40
Shaft 3
40
Shaft 2
40
Shaft 1
40
Total
160

12
3
3
12
3
120

12 pw border

Numbers in parentheses indicate
repeats of 20-pick repeat in draft.

Step 6

knot. If necessary, lightly steam
the scarf.
RESOURCES

Dixon, Anne. The Handweaver’s Pattern
Directory. Loveland, Colorado: Interweave, 2007, 86–87.

lives in Maple Bay, a
seaside community near Duncan,
British Columbia. She sees blues and
greens most days when looking out onto
the water and the surrounding hills.
ALISON IRWIN

4-SH A F T

Palaka-Inspired
Canvas Weave
K AT E L A N G E - M c K I B B E N
STRUC TURE

Canvas weave and plain
weave.
EQUIPM E NT

4-shaft loom, 9" or 11"
weaving width; 15-dent
reed; 2 shuttles; 2
bobbins.

YARNS

Warp: Linen 14 (7,000 yd/lb; Lone Star Loom Room),
#312 Fire Red, 446 (572) yd; #013 Cream, 189 (243) yd.
Weft: Linen 14, #312 Fire Red, 287 (387) yd; #013
Cream, 123 (157) yd.
Note: Thread counts and measurements for a wider
runner are listed in parentheses following the numbers
for the narrower width.
WARP LE NGTH

SET TS

Warp: 30 epi (2/dent in a
15-dent reed) for the
plain weave; 38½ epi (32-3-2-3-2-3/dent) in the
canvas sections.
Weft: 23 ppi in the plainweave sections; 20½ ppi
in the canvas sections.

DIM E NSIONS

Width in the reed: 89⁄15"
(11").
Woven length:
(measured under tension
on the loom) 51".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing and hemming)
7½" × 47½" (9¾" × 47½").

282 (362) ends 2¼ yd long (includes floating
selvedges; allows 5" for take-up, 25" for loom waste;
loom waste includes fringe).

Palaka, a plaid originally used by Hawaiian cowboys and agricultural workers, piqued my interest when featured in the January/
February 2020 issue of Handwoven. Coincidently, in February 2020,
my husband and I went to the island of Hawaii for the first time,
and, of course, I went looking for palaka. It comes in many color
combinations, but the classic plaid is blue and white. My guild
study group is working through Handwoven Laces by Donna Muller,
and that gave me the idea of combining canvas weave with color in
both the warp and weft in palaka-like proportions.
Traditionally, canvas weave has two ends next to each other on the
same shaft and two subsequent picks in the same shed. In my version,
I tripled my ends and picks in the canvas weave areas to add contrast
and make my plaid more like palaka. Those triple ends each require
their own heddles and also need to be in the same dent in the reed,
especially when weaving with linen. The tripled ends and picks
remain together in the plain-weave areas, adding raised texture. Note
that canvas weave requires floating selvedges that serve as anchors
for the doubled (or in this case tripled picks) in the same shed.

Notes on Structure
In canvas weave, true plain weave happens only in the areas
threaded and treadled as plain weave). In this draft, the plainweave ends are threaded on shafts 1 and 4.

1

Wind a warp of 280 (360) ends 2¼ yd
long following the warp color order in
Figure 1. Wind 2 additional ends of Fire
Red to be used as floating selvedges and
set them aside. Warp the loom using your
preferred method following the draft in
Figure 2. Centering for a weaving width
of 89/15" (11"), start and end with 1 end
sleyed singly, then sley 2 per dent in a
15-dent reed in the plain-weave sections
and (3-2-3-2-3-2-3) in the canvas sections, grouping the 2 Fire Red ends and
the 3 Cream ends in alternating dents.
Sley the floating selvedges in empty
dents on each side of the warp and
weight them over the back beam.

2

Wind a bobbin with each of the weft
colors. Allowing at least 4" of unwoven
warp for fringe, spread the warp with
scrap yarn.

3

Starting with Fire Red and leaving a tail
1 yd long for hemstitching, weave 3 picks
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38

of plain weave. Use the tail to hemstitch in groups of 4 warp ends (2
dents’ worth) in the plain-weave
sections and 5 ends (2 dents’
worth) in the canvas sections.

4

5 Leaving at least 4" for fringe on

5x
R

3
84 (108)
196 (252) 9 2
11
280 (360) ends total

7x (9x)
2x

R

5x

R

R

C C C
C C C
R

R

R

R

C
R

#013 Cream
#312 Fire Red

1 2 3 4
4
4
3
3
2 2
1
1
R

R
C C
R R

floating selvedge
#013 Cream
#312 Fire Red
sleying

R
C
C
C
R
R

(51 ")
2x

C
C
C
R
R
R

5x

each end, cut the fabric from the
loom. Prepare a twisted fringe
using two hemstitched groups in
each fringe. With the Linen 14, it
works best to twist in a clockwise
direction and then ply the two
halves of the fringe in a counterclockwise direction.

2. DRAFT

1. WARP COLOR ORDER
7x (9x)
4x

5x

Continue weaving following the
draft in Figure 2 for about 50". Wrap
the shuttle around the floating selvedges to anchor the triple picks of
cream in the same shed. End with 3
picks of plain weave and hemstitch
as you did at the beginning.

HEDDLE COUNT
Narrow Wide
126
98
Shaft 1
54
Shaft 2
42
54
Shaft 3
42
Shaft 4
126
98
Total
280 360

6 Wet-finish in warm water by

gently agitating and then leaving
the runner to soak for 20 minutes.
Line-dry. Press while damp and
again when dry.
RESOURCES

MacDonald, Linda. “Palaka Baby Blanket.” Handwoven, January/February
2020, 60–63.
———. “Palaka: Hawaii’s Own Plaid.”
Handwoven, January/February 2020,
58–59.
Muller, Donna. Handwoven Laces. Loveland, Colorado: Interweave, 1991.
finds design
inspiration in study groups and
Handwoven challenges. She is grateful
for Zoom meetings during this pandemic that connect her to weaving friends.
K ATE L ANGE-MCKIBBEN
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RIG ID H EDDLE OR 4-SH A F T

Celebration Pinwheels
and Stars Scarves
NANCY PECK
STRUC TURE

Twill.

EQUIPM E NT

Rigid-heddle loom, 9" weaving
width; two 10-dent heddles; 2
shuttles; pick-up stick; dowel or
4-shaft loom, 9" weaving width;
10-dent reed; 2 shuttles.
YARNS

Pinwheels
Warp: Rigid heddle: Cozy
Soft (75% acrylic/25% wool;
213 yd/100 g; Ella Rae), #11
Bright Blue, 118 yd; #57
Keystone, 107 yd. 4-shaft: Cozy
Soft, #11 Bright Blue, 132 yd;
#57 Keystone, 120 yd.

Weft: Cozy Soft, #11 Bright Blue
and #57 Keystone, 72 yd each.
Stars
Warp: Rigid heddle: Cozy Soft,
#44 Raspberry Pudding and
#57 Keystone, 107 yd each.
4-shaft: Cozy Soft, #44
Raspberry Pudding and #57
Keystone, 120 yd each.
Weft: Cozy Soft, #44 Raspberry
Pudding and #57 Keystone,
72 yd each.
OTHE R SUPPLIES

Rigid heddle: strong thread,
such as 8/4 carpet warp or 10/2
pearl cotton, about 11 yd for
string heddles; painter’s tape.

WARP LE NGTH

Pinwheels
Rigid heddle: 84 ends 96" long
(allows 8" for take-up, 20" for
loom waste; loom waste
includes fringe).
4-shaft: 84 ends 3 yd long
(allows 8" for take-up, 32" for
loom waste; loom waste
includes fringe).
Stars
Rigid heddle: 80 ends 96" long
(allows 8" for take-up, 16" for
loom waste; loom waste
includes fringe).
4-shaft: 80 ends 3 yd long
(allows 8" for take-up, 28" for
loom waste; loom waste
includes fringe).

When thinking of summer celebration symbols, pinwheels and stars
immediately come to mind, and four-shaft pinwheel and star colorand-weave designs can be considered part of the check family. A
straight-draw four-shaft twill can be woven with two rigid heddles
by placing every other warp end in a hole, either on the front or the
back heddle, and then assigning the remaining warp ends either to
a pick-up stick or string heddles. With this set-up, four-shaft twills
are more practical and easier to weave on a rigid-heddle loom. For
these scarves, warping is direct—four dark ends and then four light
ends. When warping, you can cut and retie after four ends, which
keeps the warp tidy but is a bit tedious. You can also just carry the
ends continually, which is faster but a little messier.
Once the concept of threading four shafts over two heddles is
mastered, more easily weaving other four-shaft designs becomes a
possibility. And, of course, if you prefer, you can weave both scarves
on a four-shaft loom.

SET TS

Warp: 10 epi.
Weft: 8 ppi.
DIM E NSIONS

Pinwheels
Width in the heddle or reed: 84⁄10".
Woven length: (measured under
tension on the loom) 68".
Finished size: (after wet-finishing
and hemming) 7½" × 65" with
4" fringe.
Stars
Width in the heddle or reed: 8".
Woven length: (measured under
tension on the loom) 72".
Finished size: (after wet-finishing
and hemming) 6½" × 68" with
4" fringe.

Weaving tips
• Catch selvedge ends by entering
the shed over the first warp end and
exiting under the last warp end. If
you are weaving on a 4-shaft loom,
add floating selvedges if desired.
• Bring along the inactive weft thread
when it is not weaving by catching it
with the active shuttle.
• For the rigid-heddle sheds, lift the
pick-up stick and string heddles to
the height of the lifted holes. Lift
heddles separately to clear shed.
Wiggle the lifted heddle to help
open the shed.
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HEDDLE COUNT
Pinwheels
Shaft 1
21
Shaft 2
21
Shaft 3
21
Shaft 4
21
Total
84

Stars
20
20
20
20
80

2. RIGID-HEDDLE THREADING

back heddle

1. WARP COLOR ORDERS
Pinwheels

10x
K #57 Keystone
40
4
44 4
4 B #11 Bright Blue
84 ends total

front heddle

Stars
10x
K #57 Keystone
40 4
40
4 R #44 Raspberry Pudding
80 ends total

RIG ID - HE DDLE LOOM

1a	Set up your loom for direct

warping a length of 96" using
a 10-dent heddle in the back
position.
	Pinwheels: Measure 84 ends
following the warp color order
in Figure 1 and centering for a
weaving width of 84/10".
	Stars: Measure 80 ends following the warp color order
in Figure 1 and centering for
a weaving width of 8". Thread
2 ends per slot. Wind onto
the back beam. (Note: This
threading method will result
in the same sett as the original heddle.)
b Thread holes in the back heddle as shown in Figure 2. Working at the front of the loom,
thread the back heddle, right
to left. Skip the 2 ends in the
first right-hand slot. In the second slot, move 1 end to the
hole on its immediate right.
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c

Continue threading every other
hole across to the left. The
back heddle will be threaded
(right to left) 2 ends in slot, 1
end in hole, 1 end in slot,
empty hole.
Thread the front heddle as
shown in Figure 2. Place the
unused heddle in front of the
already threaded back heddle,
lining up holes. Work right to

left in groups of 4 ends from
the back heddle. From the first
slot in the back heddle, thread
1 end through the hole to the
right in the front heddle. Bring
the remaining warp end in the
first back slot and the adjacent warp end in the next
back hole straight through the
front slot to the left of the justthreaded front hole. Bring the

3. 4-SHAFT DRAFTS
Pinwheels
10x
B

K
B

B
K

B

B
K

B

B
K

B

4. PICK-UP WEAVING SEQUENCES
Pinwheels Sequence
1. Front heddle up and pick-up stick.
2. Both heddles up.
3. Both heddles down.
4. Back heddle up and heddle rod.
Weave 1–4 with Bright Blue, then 1–4 with
Keystone. Repeat.

1 2 3 4
4 4
3
3
2
2
1 1
B

K
B

#57 Keystone
#11 Bright Blue

B
B
K
K

repeat

K
B

B

R

K

R

K

R
R

Stars

10x

K

R
K

R
K

R
K

R

K

4 4
3
3
2 2
1 1

K
K
K

R
R
R
K
K

repeat

#57 Keystone
#44 Raspberry Pudding

f

K
K

d

e

Use Keystone for picks 5–8
5. Back heddle up and pick-up stick.
6. Front heddle up and pick-up stick.
7. Front heddle up and heddle rod.
8. Back heddle up and heddle rod.
Repeat picks 1–8

R

K K
R R

Stars Sequence
Use Raspberry Pudding for picks 1–4
1. Front heddle up and pick-up stick.
2. Back heddle up and pick-up stick.
3. Back heddle up and heddle rod.
4. Front heddle up and heddle rod.

remaining back slot end
straight through to the next
front slot. Continue threading
across to the left, threading
every other hole. The front
heddle will be threaded (right
to left) 1 end in hole, 2 ends in
slot, empty hole, 1 end in slot.
Make string heddles. Cut 20
(Stars) or 21 (Pinwheels) 18"
lengths of cotton thread. Using
a rigid heddle as a template,
tie a length of string securely
into a loop. Trim the ends to
about ⅜".
Set up the pick-up stick. Put
both heddles in the down
position. Working behind the
heddles, pick up: 1 up, 1 down
across the warp. Push the
pick-up stick to the back of
the loom.

Set up the heddle rod. Put
both heddles in the down
position. Working behind the
heddles and in front of the
first pick-up stick, pick up: 1
down, 1 up across the warp.
These are the ends not picked
up on the first pick-up stick.
Place these picked-up ends
on string heddles. Secure
string heddles on the heddle
rod with painter’s tape.

4 -SHAF T LOOM

1

Pinwheels: Wind a warp of 84
ends 3 yd long following the Pinwheels warp color order, Figure 1.
Warp the loom using your preferred method following the Pinwheel draft, Figure 3. Centering
for a weaving width of 84/10", sley
1 end per dent in a 10-dent reed.
Stars: Wind a warp of 80 ends
3 yd long following the Stars warp
color order, Figure 1. Warp the
loom using your preferred
method following the Stars draft,

Figure 3. Centering for a weaving
width of 8", sley 1 end per dent in
a 10-dent reed.

2

Both looms: Wind a shuttle
with each of the weft colors.
Leaving at least 5" for fringe,
spread the warp with scrap yarn.

3

Starting with Bright Blue or
Raspberry Pudding and leaving a
tail four times the width of the
warp, weave for about 1" following
the pick-up sequences in Figure 4
or the applicable 4-shaft draft in
Figure 3. Hemstitch in groups of 4
warp ends over 2 picks.

4

Continue weaving for desired
length, keeping the warp fairly taut.
Cut the weft, leaving a tail four
times the width of the warp and
then hemstitch as at the beginning.

5 Remove the fabric from the

loom leaving at least 5" for fringe
on both ends. Trim the fringe to 5"
or desired length. Prepare a
twisted fringe using hemstitched
groups of 4 ends.

6

Wet-finish in warm water, roll in
a towel, and lay flat or hang to dry.
Once dry, lightly steam-press.
RESOURCES

Patrick, Jane. The Weaver’s Idea book,
Loveland, Colorado: Interweave, 2010,
79–82 and 177–182.
weaving emphasis is on
fashion and home fabrics. She has
worked and taught extensively on
rigid-heddle and multishaft computeraided looms.
NANCY PECK’S
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RIG ID H EDDLE

Fourth of July
Picnic Towels
Y VO N N E E L L S WO RT H
STRUC TURE

Plain weave with colorand-weave.
EQUIPM E NT

Rigid-heddle loom, 21"
weaving width; 12-dent
heddle; 3 boat shuttles;
3 bobbins.

YARNS

Warp: 8/4 cotton carpet warp (1,600 yd/lb; Maysville;
Eugene Textile Center), Cardinal, 132 yd; White,
256 yd; Colonial Blue, 128 yd.
Weft: 8/4 cotton carpet warp, Cardinal, 99 yd; White,
222 yd; Colonial Blue, 97 yd.
OTHE R SUPPLIES

Fray Check.

My grandmother would have loved these towels because she also was
a weaver. When I was young, she took me with her in the summers to
her spinning and weaving groups. She taught me to weave on her
four-shaft loom and supported me in every way in my love of textiles.
Holidays were wonderful at my grandmother’s house, and the best
of all holidays was the Fourth of July. We went on big family picnics
with all my aunts, uncles, cousins, and grandparents. My grandmother would pack way too much food. The kids ran around playing,
while the grown-ups caught up on all the latest news. I have fond
memories of the Fourth of July holidays we spent watching fireworks
from my grandparents’ deck. When they were over, my grandmother
would coax us to have just one more piece of apple pie before heading
off to bed. These towels would have been just perfect for her.

WARP LE NGTH

242 ends 76" long
(allows 5" for take-up,
15" for loom waste).
SET TS

Warp: 12 epi.
Weft: 12 ppi.

DIM E NSIONS

Width in the heddle:
202⁄12".
Woven length:
(measured under tension
on the loom) 56".
Finished size: (after
wet-finishing and
hemming) two towels,
17" × 20" each.

Notes on color-and-weave
Color-and-weave works like magic,
adding intricate-looking patterns to
plain weave. Simply using three colors
makes the cloth appear to have three
different colored stars or a red frame
around blue and white stars, depending on how you view it.

1

Set up your loom for direct warping a
length of 76", or wind a warp of 242 ends
76" long following the warp color order in
Figure 1. Warp the loom using your preferred method, centering for a weaving
width of 20 2⁄12", and beginning and ending
with 2 Cardinal ends.

2

Wind bobbins with each of the weft
colors. Spread the warp with scrap yarn.

3

Using the White 8/4 cotton, weave
plain weave for 1" for the turned-under
hem. Then begin the color-and-weave
pattern. Continue weaving, following the
weft color order in Figure 2 and ending
with 2 Cardinal picks. The color-andweave section should measure about 26".
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4

Weave 2 picks of scrap yarn.
Repeat step 3 for the second towel.

5 Weave several picks of scrap

6

Wet-finish in warm water by
gently agitating and then leaving
to soak for 20 minutes. Roll in a
hand towel and squeeze out any
excess water. Lay flat to dry.
Press.

1. WARP COLOR ORDER
30x

60
2
2 2
120
62 2
2
242 ends total

2. WEFT COLOR ORDER

12

lives in Duvall,
Washington, where she dyes yarn as
LavenderSheep and teaches classes
locally. She is the social media coordinator for the Seattle Weavers’ Guild.

Colonial Blue
White
Cardinal

Y VONNE ELL SWORTH

2

2
2
12

2

1" hem
39x

yarn to protect the weft. Cut the
fabric from the loom. Apply Fray
Check to the end of each hem. Let
dry. Cut the towels apart and
remove scrap yarn. Fold the White
hem edge up to the first Cardinal
pick and then fold again to hide
the cut edge. Press and pin in
place. Using a tapestry needle

and White 8/4 cotton, sew the hem
to the underside of the piece with
a whipstitch along the fold.

Col
Whonial
B
i
Car te lue
din
al

End by weaving 1" of White for the
hem as you did at the beginning.

2

1" hem
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IN KLE LOOM

An Inkling of Summer
M A R I E L L E N B OS S

STRUC TURE

Warp-faced plain weave.
EQUIPM E NT

Inkle loom; belt shuttle.
YARNS

Warp: Checkered band:
5/2 pearl cotton (2,100
yd/lb; Yarn Barn of
Kansas), #12 Red, 52 yd;
#01 White, 25 yd.
Weft: Checkered band:
5/2 pearl cotton, #12
Red, 7 yd.

Warp: Watermelon
band: 5/2 pearl cotton,
#12 Red, 24 yd; #13
Sapphire Green, 26 yd;
#07 Black, 10 yd; #01
White, 13 yd.
Weft: Watermelon band:
5/2 pearl cotton (2,100
yd/lb; Lunatic Fringe),
#10 Green, 7 yd.

OTHE R SUPPLIES

Safety pins, 2 for each
band; tapestry needle for
weaving in weft ends;
Retayne color fixative or
dye-trapping laundry
sheets (optional); fun
buttons or a special pin
to add humor and
individuality to your
name tag.

I live in a very hot and dry desert. It’s been a long time since I’ve
enjoyed a picnic in the shade under trees. Imagining the look and
crunch of cool slices of watermelon served on a red checkered
tablecloth allows me to enjoy one of summer’s finest treats, even
when I’m inside.
Because I wear a name tag at fiber festivals and to guild meetings,
I thought name-tag lanyards would be a fun way to wear my weaving. Maybe I can’t celebrate and enjoy real watermelon while under
shady trees, but I can share my idea of summer at the next guild
meeting when I wear my name tag.
I used an online bandweaving pattern editor to chart the checkered band (see Resources). The watermelon band is a basic inkle

Notes on Weaving Bands
• The trick to consistency is to
just do it. It may sound flippant,
but the more you do, the better
you’ll get. When you use the
same muscles again and again,
muscle memory develops, and
the work gets easier, faster,
rhythmic, and more consistent.
• If this is your first band, the
first 2"–3" may look a little
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wonky or loose. As you weave,
it will become more even.
• Beat your weft for the look
you are aiming for. Beat the
checkered band so that
the checks are as square as
possible. The watermelon
slice design will show best if
you don’t overbeat.

WARP LE NGTH

Checkered band: 47
ends 58" long (allows
4" for take-up, 13" for
loom waste).
Watermelon band: 41
working ends 58" long
(allows 4" for take-up,
13" for loom waste).
Note that black threads
are doubled so the total
number of threads used
is 44.

SET TS

Weft: Checkered band, 6
ppi; watermelon band, 7 ppi.
DIM E NSIONS

Width on the loom: 7⁄8" or ¾".
Woven length: (measured
under tension on the
loom) 41".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing) checkered band,
7
⁄8" × 40"; watermelon
band, ¾" × 40".

draft, with the seeds placed asymmetrically
within the fruit. I used doubled 5/2 pearl
cotton for the seeds to add a bit of visual
texture to them.

1

Warp an inkle loom under moderate
tension following the color and threading
order for the checkered or watermelon
band, as shown in Figure 1.

2

Wind the belt shuttle with the weft
color. Leave a 2" tail and tuck it into the
shed on the second pick to secure the
weft. Weave in plain weave for the length
of the band. Cut the weft, leaving a 2"–3"
tail and use a tapestry needle to thread
the tail through the second-to-last pick.

3

Cut the warp, leaving a fringe of
about 1" or longer.

4

Mariellen doesn’t usually wash her
bands, but if you plan to wash your band in
the future after use, you may want to

wet-finish it when you’re finished
weaving to prevent any surprise
shrinkage or bleeding of colors
later. Wash the band in warm water
with a drop of liquid detergent.
Rinse with cool water and roll in a
towel. Pull from both ends to
straighten and hang to dry. Iron
with a press cloth if needed. (Note:
If you are using white and red pearl
cotton together in a project, Yarn
Barn recommends using a color
fixative, such as Retayne or dyetrapping laundry sheets, to prevent
the red from turning the white pink.
Mariellen wet-finished her sample
band and had no color bleed.)

5 Use buttons or pins to attach

loves to ask her looms
two questions: How can I? and What
if? The answers usually lead her down
the rabbit hole of possibilities—and
then more possibilities.
MARIELLEN BOSS

your band to a name tag.
RESOURCES

Band Weaving Pattern Editor, raktres
.net/seizenn/editor.html
1. DRAFTS

Checkered band
3x 3x
Heddled
Unheddled

3x

3x

3x

3x

Read inkle drafts from left to right, as they are threaded.

Watermelon band
3x
2x 2x
Heddled
Unheddled

3x

2x

2x

2x

Read inkle drafts from left to right, as they are threaded.

3x

Red
White

Black, doubled
Red
White
Sapphire green
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8-SH A F T

Mosaic Tiles
LU C I E N N E CO I F M A N

STRUC TURE

Warp and weft rep
weave.
EQUIPM E NT

8-shaft loom, 8" weaving
width; 10-dent reed;
three 16" stick shuttles.

YARNS

Warp: 5/2 pearl cotton (2,100 yd/lb; UKI), #100 Ruby
Glint, 143 yd; #139 Chamois, 248 yd, #147 Quarry,
220 yd; #134 Cactus, 152 yd; #79 Natural, 42 yd.
Weft: 5/2 pearl cotton, #100 Ruby Glint, 273 yd; #147
Quarry, 230 yd; #139 Chamois, 23 yd; #79 Natural,
12 yd. 10/2 pearl cotton for the hems (4,200 yd/lb; UKI),
#100 Ruby Glint, 55 yd. These weft amounts are for
two mats each of #1 and #2 and one mat each of
#3 and #4.

Years ago, I found a sample in Reps: Technique de création de
tissage traditionnel et moderne by Bibiane Proulx that caught my
eye. I always wanted to duplicate the pattern but never had the
time to try it. While quarantining in our home in Vermont during
the COVID-19 lockdown I had the perfect opportunity.
Warp rep is a familiar weave structure, one that is characterized
by a close sett and a barely visible weft. Weft rep, on the other
hand, is usually called something else, such as boundweave or
tapestry. The sett is open, and the weft completely covers the warp.
Although it seems improbable, you can combine the two techniques and weave a wonderful cloth with a checkerboard look and
color-and-weave effects. The technique is called warp and weft rep
or two-way rep.
As I began exploring fibers, setts, and colors, I realized that a
perfect balance among the three is important. For fiber, I found
that smooth cottons work well. The correct sett is one that works
equally well for warp rep and weft rep, and I did a lot of sampling
to determine it. It also took a long time to develop the color groupings—in contrast to warp rep, the color of the weft significantly
impacts the design.
On an eight-shaft loom, two blocks are possible. Block sizes
should be similar in width and length. Take-up in the warp rep
areas is considerable but nonexistent in the weft rep areas—if the
blocks are woven too long, tension problems will quickly develop
on the loom.
Warp and weft rep is a strong weave that lends itself well to
tablemats, runners, and rugs.

WARP LE NGTH

292 ends 23/4 yd long
(includes floating
selvedges; allows 5" for
sampling, 8" for take-up,
29" for loom waste).
SET TS

Warp: 40 epi (4/dent in a
10-dent reed).
Weft: 25 ppi.

DIM E NSIONS

Width in the reed: 75⁄10".
Woven length:
(measured under tension
on the loom) 57".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing and hemming)
six mats, 7" × 7½" each.

Notes on Structure
In contrast to standard rep weave,
warp and weft rep weave has draw-in
at the selvedges, and its take-up is not
extensive. Weaving the hems takes
some finesse; beat very firmly and do
not bubble your weft.

1

Wind a warp of 290 ends 2¾ yd long
following the warp color order, Figure 1.
Handle the thread pairs together, separating the threads with your finger. Measure
two additional Ruby Glint threads to use
as floating selvedges and set them aside.
Note: For this technique, it is necessary to
use floating selvedges to secure the weft.

2

Warp the loom using your preferred
method following the threading draft in
Figure 2. Sley 4 ends per dent in a
10-dent reed, centering for a weaving
width of 75⁄10". Sley the floating selvedges
in empty dents on each side of the warp
and weight them over the back beam.

3

Wind a stick shuttle with Ruby Glint
10/2 pearl cotton. Spread the warp with
scrap yarn.
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HEDDLE COUNT
Shaft 8
22
Shaft 7
22
Shaft 6
33
Shaft 5
33
Shaft 4
36
Shaft 3
36
Shaft 2
54
Shaft 1
54
Total
290

1. WARP COLOR ORDER

25x 20x 20x 15x 20x 20x 25x
1
15
1
1 1
55
1 1
1
1
80
90 1
1
1 1
50
1
1
290 ends total

#79 Natural
#134 Cactus
#147 Quarry
#139 Chamois
#100 Ruby Glint

2. DRAFT
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10/2 cotton, #100 Ruby Glint
#100 Ruby Glint
#139 Chamois
#147 Quarry
#134 Cactus
#79 Natural
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Block A
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4

Weave the hem. To prevent
buckling, do not bubble the weft,
especially when weaving the hems.

5 Wind one or two stick shuttles

with 5/2 weft for the mat you are
weaving. Weave following the
treadling sequences for the four
mats according to the draft in
Figure 2. Use two feet to treadle
each pick as shown in the treadling. When weaving the bodies of
the mats, place the weft at an
angle to get good coverage in the
weft-faced blocks. Use stick

shuttles to pass the weft and clear
the sheds with the sharp edge.
Lucienne recommends weaving a
small sample to determine the
best weft angle and to perfect
your beat.

6

Separate the mats with 2
picks of scrap yarn. It is important
that Block A and Block B are treadled equally. It is also important
to alternate the start of each mat
with Block A or B. If you decide to
weave the mats in a different
order than indicated, check that

you are alternating the blocks at
the start of each mat. Once you
have woven four mats, weave
two additional mats (either the
same as the first two or changing weft colors for two different
mats altogether).

7

Remove the mats from the
loom. Separate and secure the
raw edges.

8 Handwash in lukewarm water

with mild detergent. Dry flat. Turn
the hems under twice, press, and
sew them in place. Press again.

RESOURCES

Coifman, Lucienne. Rep, Rips, Reps
Weave: Projects, Instruction, and Inspiration. North Haven, Connecticut:
Handwoven Originals, 2015.
Proulx, Bibiane April. Reps: Technique
de création de tissage traditionnel et
moderne. Quebec: Éditions La
Tirelle, 1979.
Schlein, Alice. “Warp Rep and Weft Rep.”
Weaver’s, Issue 13 (2nd Quarter 1991),
31–33.
LUCIENNE COIFMAN is the author of
Rep, Rips, Reps Weave: Projects,
Instruction, and Inspiration. She
has been studying nontraditional rep
weave for the past two years and plans
to write a book about her findings.
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2- OR 4-SH A F T

Luncheon Napkins
KIRA KECK

STRUC TURE

Plain weave.

EQUIPM E NT

2- or 4-shaft loom, 14"
weaving width; 15-dent
reed; 3 shuttles;
3 bobbins.
OTHE R SUPPLIES

YARNS

Warp: 16/1 line linen (5,556 yd/lb; Bockens; Vävstuga),
#0132 Steel Blue, 780 yd; #0106 Tangerine, 60 yd;
#0070 Cantaloupe, 608 yd. For selvedges, 35/2 linen
lace (5,159 yd/lb; Bockens; Vävstuga), #0132 Steel
Blue, 30 yd.
Weft: 16/1 line linen (3,073 yd/8.8 oz; Bockens), #0002
Half Bleached, 390 yd. 16/1 line linen in assorted colors,
720 yd. (See Figure 3 for the colors that Kira used.)

Fray Check.

The plaid in these napkins was inspired by images of lively striped
bolster pillows in Stripes Rhythms Colours by Lena Rahoult. I did a
watercolor painting based on those pillows, followed by a woven tablecloth, and I revisited the same design when I wanted to make a set of
napkins to go with the tablecloth. To break up the picnic table aesthetic of checks, I added bright contrasting lines to my warp and weft.
Designing plaids can be daunting. To simplify the process, I keep
in mind the formula “plaid equals stripes squared.” If I can make a
compelling and well-proportioned stripe, it usually creates a
dynamic plaid when woven tromp-as-writ. The simplest structures
can be made infinitely more complex by varying yarn color in warp
and weft.
Weaving these luncheon napkins on the same warp with a different weft colorway for each napkin makes for a particularly cheerful
set, but even a single weft colorway creates an elegant tablescape. It
can be tricky to work with, but I chose to use singles linen to get an
heirloom-quality item with a slightly rustic texture and a subtle
sheen. It was worth the effort! Even if you choose to forgo the linen,
the most wonderful thing about stripes and plaids is that once a
proportion is decided upon, it is easily adaptable in scale, color, or
yarn. Feel free to go wild!

Notes on weft color choices
Be mindful of the value of the weft colors you use to maintain
the same visual rhythm in the napkins. Exchange bright colors
for bright colors, light colors for light colors, and dark colors for
dark colors.

WARP LE NGTH

394 ends 33/4 yd long
(allows 10" for take-up,
30" for loom waste, 3"
for sampling).
SET TS

Warp: 30 epi (2/dent
in a 15-dent reed).
Weft: 30 ppi.

DIM E NSIONS

Width in the reed: 132⁄15"
Woven length: (measured
under tension on the
loom) 92".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing and hemming) six
napkins, 11½" × 12" each.

1

Wind a warp of 394 ends 3¾ yd long
following the warp color order in Figure 1,
beginning and ending with 4 ends of 35/2
linen lace yarn at the selvedges. Warp the
loom for plain weave using your preferred
method. Centering for a weaving width of
132⁄15", sley 2 per dent in a 15-dent reed.

2

Wind bobbins with Half Bleached and
two other weft colors of your choice.
Spread the warp with scrap yarn.

3

Use the first 3" of the warp to sample
and adjust your tension, then begin
weaving following the weft color order in
Figure 2. Note that one of the unifying
features of these napkins is the consistency of the weft color proportions. Follow the weft color order substituting your
own colors for Color A and Color B or
use the weft colorways in Figure 3 if you
want to duplicate what Kira did. Weave
as close to 30 ppi as possible. This
should yield a napkin about 15" long
including the 1" hems. When you have
completed the first napkin, weave 2
picks of a contrasting yarn.
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Repeat step 3 for five more napkins. When you have finished the
sixth napkin, weave a few picks of
scrap yarn to protect the weft and
remove the fabric from the loom.

1.WARP COLOR ORDER
8x

2.WEFT COLOR
ORDER

2
16
162
18
18
40
208 40 8 8
4
8 4
394 ends total

Tangerine
Canteloupe
Steel Blue
35/2 Lace Steel Blue

Co
lo
Ha r A
Co lf Ble
lor ac
B hed

4

76
8

bilize them. Machine wash in cold
water using mild detergent and
line-dry. Press with a hot iron
while damp. Machine stitch or
apply Fray Check to both sides of
the cutting lines. Cut apart.

8

18
2

8x

5 Machine stitch the ends to sta-

3.WEFT COLORWAYS
Color A
Color B
#1 Cornflower Poppy
#2 Orchid
Aqua
#3 Black
Flamingo
#4 Umber
Citrine
#5 Trillium
Orchid
#6 Midnight School bus

18

76

6 For each napkin, turn the

edges under twice and handstitch
to hem. A blind hemstitch creates
an elegant finish and allows for
uninterrupted stripes.
RESOURCE

Rahoult, Lena. Stripes Rhythms Colours.
Stockholm: Ruch, 1996.
is an artist/weaver living in
the Midwest. They are a maker of
functional and conceptual objects.
More of their work can be found at
kirakeck.com.
KIR A KECK

W E AV I N G N O T E S
• Singles linen can easily break from abrasion. To
reduce the friction between warp ends, wind your
warp with multiple ends in hand.
• Warping back to front using a raddle will help keep
your threads under control.
• Linen behaves better when damp. Use a humidifier
near your loom or occasionally spray your warp with
water. Avoid getting water directly onto wood or
oversaturating one part of your warp.
• Using the stronger warp ends of 35/2 linen lace at the
selvedges helps to protect the 16/1 line linen warp.
• As soon as you tie on to the front, dampen your warp
and begin to weave the 3" sample. This will act as a
header to help secure your tension. Kira found that
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getting started was the hardest part of the process
because the singles linen needed more of a header
than a typical cotton warp. If you are new to singles
linen and feel that you need to get a better handle
on the fiber, make your warp 4 yd rather than 3¾ yd
long to allow for extra sampling.
• Maintaining consistent tension is key when weaving
with linen! Advance your warp often and regularly.
Wind bobbins firmly and evenly to keep the yarn
from “jumping off.”
• To maintain a consistent pattern, use a measuring
tape or ribbon marked with the weft stripe sequence. This way you can check your ppi and adjust
the number of picks in a color section if necessary.

NOW

you CAN

learn from
expert weavers
Video workshops by your favorite weavers including
Tom Knisely, Liz Gipson, Madelyn van der Hoogt, and more . . .
Beginning We aving with Tom Knisely

M o re t h

an

50

well-kn
ow
te a ch er n
s

Hoo gt
We aving Lac e with Ma delyn van der

a Rigid Hed dle Loo m with Liz Gip son
Double Your Fun: Double We ave on

Unlimited
All
Ac c e s s t o o p s
r ks h
Video Wo

$

14

99

a month

125+

ACCES S
VIDEOS AND WORKSHOPS
IN A VARIE T Y OF SKILL LE VEL S
30 DAYS OF UNLIMITED ACCESS FREE at learn.longthreadmedia.com
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8-SH A F T

Trompe l’Oeil Placemats
and Table Runner
R E B E CC A F OX
STRUC TURE

False damask.
EQUIPM E NT

8-shaft loom, 14"
weaving width; 6-dent
reed; 5 shuttles; 5
bobbins; temple
(optional).

YARNS

Warp: 8/4 carpet warp (100% cotton;
1,600 yd/lb; Maysville), Dark Brown,
310 yd; Rust, 300 yd; Lime, Burnt
Orange, and Duck Green, 200 yd each.
Weft: 8/4 carpet warp, Dark Brown,
509 yd; Rust, 150 yd; Lime, Burnt
Orange, and Duck Green, 115 yd each.

WARP LE NGTH

242 ends 5 yd long (includes floating
selvedges; allows 14" for take up and
30" for loom waste).
SET TS

Warp: 18 epi (3 ends/dent
in a 6-dent reed).
Weft: 18 ppi.

During the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown, I decided to focus on
using my yarn stash. About five years ago, I bought a large amount of
8/4 cotton carpet warp, intending to make rugs for my kitchen, but
then never wove those rugs. Fortunately, the colors matched my
kitchen/dining area, and I needed some new placemats and a matching runner. I added a couple of accent colors and then I had my warp
and weft. Next, I chose a draft. On social media, I had noticed many
weavers were using draft #246 from A Weaver’s Book of 8-Shaft Patterns by Carol Strickler. I, too, had wanted to use that draft for many
years because the weave structure creates what appear to be woven
ribbons in the cloth, in an almost trompe l’oeil fashion.
Trompe l’oeil means “fool or deceive the eye” and describes
two-dimensional art that seems three-dimensional. Although
this weave structure does not completely give a realistic threedimensional appearance of woven ribbons, I have taken liberty
with the term nonetheless.
I have opinions about handwoven placemats: I like them to be on
the heavy side, and I think all should be the same length, a difficult
feat for a handweaver to accomplish. Using the carpet warp in this
weave structure fit my first criterion regarding fabric weight, but
solving the length problem was a little trickier. By experimenting
with the treadling, I came up with the idea of adding a thin set of
stripes to each end of the mats. The casual observer would easily
notice if the mats were different lengths, but the difference of a
stripe or two would be all but invisible and thus “fool the eye”
(again!). I wove all four placemats following the same treadling and
adjusted the lengths during finishing.
For the runner, I played around with the colors and design, using

DIM E NSIONS

Width in the reed: 132⁄6".
Woven length: 136".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing, including
fringe) four placemats,
11¼" × 14 ½" each; table
runner, 11¼" × 51½".

Notes on Structure
Alternating warp-dominant and
weft-dominant blocks in 8-shaft false
damask mimic the satin and sateen
areas in true 10-shaft damask. Careful
placement of color creates the illusion
of interlaced ribbons.

the thin dark-brown stripes between each
set of pattern elements. The runner fits my
large table but could be easily shortened by
reducing the number of intervening stripes
between the larger design elements.

1

Wind a warp of 240 ends 5 yd long following warp color order, Figure 1. Wind 2
additional ends of Dark Brown to use as
floating selvedges. Warp the loom in your
preferred method following the draft,
Figure 2. Centering for a weaving width of
132/6", sley 3 per dent in a 6-dent reed. Sley
the floating selvedges in the same dents
as the 3 edge ends on each side of the
warp and weight them over the back beam.

2

Wind bobbins with each of the five weft
colors. Spread the warp with scrap yarn.
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3

Weave the placemats according
to the draft in Figure 2 inserting a
temple as soon as possible if using
one. Check your ppi frequently to
ensure the ribbons are square and
resemble ribbons in the finished
cloth. Weave 2 picks of scrap yarn
between placemats. Weave the
table runner following the draft
and weft color order in Figure 3.

4

Weave several picks of scrap
yarn to protect the weft. Remove
the fabric from the loom.

5 Machine stitch the ends to

secure. Machine wash on cool
setting. Line-dry and press with
a steam iron.

6 Placemats: Carefully measure
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HEDDLE COUNT
Shaft 8
31
Shaft 7
37
Shaft 6
37
Shaft 5
31
Shaft 4
24
Shaft 3
28
Shaft 2
28
Shaft 1
24
Total
240

1. WARP COLOR ORDER

40
20
20
40
20
20
20
20
40
60
20
20
20
60 6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
240 ends total

the placemats, centering the
wide middle design between the
end stripes. Mark so that all the
placemats are 14½" long. Carefully machine stitch along the
marked lines. Cut to allow ¼"
fringe on each end, and then
remove weft picks and scrap
yarn as needed.

7

Table runner: Machine stitch ½"
from each end using the stripes to
guide you. Trim evenly to allow ¼"

Lime
Duck Green
Burnt Orange
Rust
Dark Brown

fringe on the ends, then remove
weft picks to create the fringe.

RESOURCES

Strickler, Carol, ed. A Weaver’s Book of
8-Shaft Patterns. Loveland, Colorado:
Interweave, 1991, #246, 60.
REBECCA FOX is fascinated by the
interplay of color with structure in her
weaving designs and is now weaving
on Daufuskie Island, South Carolina.
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3. RUNNER WEFT
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4-SH A F T

Tartan Baby Blanket
TO M K N I S E LY

STRUC TURE

Twill.

EQUIPM E NT

4-shaft loom, 37"
weaving width; 8-dent
reed; 2 or more shuttles;
7 bobbins.

YARNS

Warp: 8/4 carpet warp (100% cotton; 1,600 yd/lb;
Maysville; Red Stone Glen), Myrtle, 405 yd; Daffodil,
420 yd; White, 100 yd; Royal Blue, 50 yd; Red, 320 yd;
Black, 160 yd.
Weft: 8/4 carpet warp, Myrtle, 215 yd; Daffodil, 228 yd;
White, 54 yd; Royal Blue, 27 yd; Red, 179 yd; Black,
90 yd. Hems: 8/2 cotton (3,360 yd/lb; Maurice
Brassard), #8267 Limette, 63 yd.

When you think of Scotland or something Scottish,
what comes to mind? Maybe it’s Rabbie Burns or haggis. Do you recall your favorite bagpipe music while
enjoying a wee dram of single malt whisky? If you are a
weaver, I would guess you are imagining warm, woolly
tweeds and colorful tartans. If you are Scottish by
blood or have married into a clan, you are well aware of
how proud these families are of their heritage and how
they like to show off and wear their family tartans
whenever an occasion arises.
lf you are a Campbell or a MacDonald, or have any
other Scottish family surname, you may feel destined
to weave the family tartan in some form or another.
Maybe something like a scarf or towels for your
kitchen—just a little something to show off your
family background.
What if you don’t have a direct link to Scotland but
love the whole idea of the tartan? How about designing
your own tartan in colors that you like and in a pattern
that’s particularly pleasing to you? That’s exactly what
I did for my grandson’s baby blanket.
Our family considers itself American first, but it is
made up of many ethnic backgrounds. We are German,
British, and Indian. Because my new grandson is a
combination of those three heritages, I thought about
the colors that are represented in each of these coun-

WARP LE NGTH

582 ends 2½ yd long
(includes floating
selvedges; allows 5" for
take-up, 34" for loom
waste).
SET TS

Warp: 16 epi (2/dent in
an 8-dent reed).
Weft: about 16 ppi.

DIM E NSIONS

Width in the reed: 364/8".
Woven length:
(measured under tension
on the loom) 51".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing and hemming)
29½" × 40".

tries’ national flags as well as the U.S. flag. Then I made
a list of the colors and found a lot of crossovers. For
instance, the colors in the British and the U.S. flags are
the same: red, white, and blue. The colors in the German flag are red, black, and yellow; and the Indian flag
has green, saffron, and blue. These are all colors commonly found in a traditional tartan. All I had to do was
arrange them in a pattern that I thought would make a
pretty tartan for a baby blanket.
When I designed the color order for my tartan, I
made sure that the picks in each weft stripe were
divisible by four. That meant that every four-pick
treadling sequence began and ended at the same
selvedge edge, creating a handy check for treadling
errors. If I found myself ending a color on the opposite
side, I would know that I had an error. On the other
hand, having all the beginning and ending color
changes on the same side can cause buildup at that
selvedge. My technique for minimizing buildup is to
unply the tail of the weft when starting and ending
a new color, clip out half of the plies, and then fold
the rest back into the shed. That process is described
in the steps for weaving this blanket. I wasn’t in a
hurry, so I took my time and did this for every color
change. It’s a small detail perhaps, but it makes a
prettier blanket.
M A Y / J U N E 2 0 2 1    H A N D W O V E N
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Notes on Weaving Tartans
Weaving a tartan might seem overwhelming. There are many rules
to follow when weaving this simple twill. For one, the color order in
the weft direction must follow the color order in the warp. lt’s also
important to have an even beat and a 45-degree twill angle to
ensure that the color blocks are square.

1

Wind a warp of 580 ends 21/2
yd long following the warp color
order in Figure 1. Wind 2 additional ends of Myrtle to be used as
floating selvedges and set them
aside. Warp the loom using your
preferred method following the
draft in Figure 2. Centering for a
weaving width of 364/8", sley 2 per
dent in an 8-dent reed. Sley the
floating selvedges in empty dents
on each side of the warp, and
weight them over the back beam.

2

Wind bobbins with each of the
weft colors. Spread the warp with
scrap yarn.

3

Weave your hem using 8/2 cotton in Limette, or a color similar to
Myrtle. Using this finer thread with
a close color match helps for rolling the hem and blending it into
the blanket’s edge. Follow the treadling in Figure 2 for weaving the
hem to keep the twill line moving
in the same direction when it is
rolled during finishing.

4

Weave the blanket following
the draft in Figure 2 and the weft
color order in Figure 3. As noted
in his introduction, Tom made sure
that he didn’t get significant weft
buildup at the selvedges due to
weft color changes. The 8/4 cotton carpet warp is a 4-ply thread.
When he started a new color, Tom
simply cut and removed two
strands about 2 inches from the
end to taper the thread. Then he
threw the shuttle across the warp
and set the shuttle down. He then
adjusted the tapered end at the
selvedge edge so that the
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HEDDLE COUNT
Shaft 4 145
Shaft 3 145
Shaft 2 145
Shaft 1 145
Total
580

4

2

1

/

/

Photo courtesy of Tom Knisely

8

/
/

12

28

16

12
16

4

4
4

12

12

16
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28

2x

/

/

8

4

12

16

/

hem
2x

/

/

4

4

16

5x

/

/

/

3x

machine stitching. Wet-finish
by machine washing and drying.

/
/

/

/

repeat

5 Secure the cut edges with

/

/

3x

Weave several picks of scrap
yarn to protect the weft. Cut the
fabric from the loom.

/

/

/

/
/

hem
2x

4

/
/

/

2x

/

)

1 2 3 4
4 4
3
3
2 2
1 1

floating selvedge

beginning of the taper was about
1" inside the selvedge. With his fingers, he folded the thread sticking
out of the selvedge, wrapped it
around the floating selvedge, and
tucked it into the shed, doubling it
back onto itself. The 2-ply thread
folded over onto itself makes a
4-ply thread, just like everywhere
else, and it doesn’t add extra
thickness at the edge. He ended
each weft end in the same way.

Black
Red
Royal Blue
White
Daffodil
Myrtle

3. WEFT COLOR ORDER
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3

4x

8
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2. DRAFT

1. WARP COLOR ORDER

/

6 Press and pin the hems using

the doubled picks in the hem as
guides. Machine stitch the hems
to ensure that they will hold up to
numerous washings.
is a resident weaving and
spinning instructor at Red Stone Glen
Fiber Arts Center in York Haven,
Pennsylvania. He is a self-proclaimed
textile-ologist. His latest book, Huck
Lace Weaving Patterns with Color and
Weave Effects, came out in fall 2019.
TOM KNISELY
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4-SH A F T

Gift-Exchange Towels
PAT B U L L E N

STRUC TURE

YARNS

Twill.

WARP LE NGTH

Warp: 8/2 unmercerized cotton (3,360 yd/lb; Yarn Barn
of Kansas), #61 Lipstick, 203 yd; #40 Purple, 195 yd;
#30 Magenta, 214 yd; #43 Orange, 222 yd; #56 Light
Turk, 432 yd; White, 743 yd.
Weft: 8/2 unmercerized cotton, #61 Lipstick, 51 yd;
#40 Purple and #43 Orange, 49 yd each; #30 Magenta,
39 yd; #56 Light Turk, 106 yd; White, 945 yd. Sewing
thread for hems, 50 yd.

EQUIPM E NT

4-shaft loom, 23"
weaving width; 12-dent
reed; 2 shuttles; 6
bobbins.

DIM E NSIONS

535 ends 3¾ yd long
(includes doubled
floating selvedges;
allows 10" for take-up,
32" for loom waste).

Width in the reed: 226⁄12".
Woven length: (measured
under tension on the
loom) 93".
Finished size: (after
wet-finishing and
hemming) three towels:
#1, 17½" × 22½";
#2, 16½" × 24½";
#3, 18" × 23½".

SET TS

Warp: 24 epi (2/dent
in a 12-dent reed).
Weft: 20 ppi.

While wrapping a gift for a friend, I looked at the gift wrap and
thought, “This pattern would be great for towels!” The gift wrap
featured two dominant colors, teal and orange, surrounded by three
other colors, each separated by white. I originally created a design
that mimicked the same proportions of colors but then decided I
wanted to give equal weight to each of the colors. The resulting
design has large stripes of each color flanked by the other four
colors with a band of teal between each color group creating 12
unique color blocks.
I love patterns that allow room to play around with color and
texture, and these towels fit the bill. The point threading allowed
for many treadling options that enhanced the color combinations
and created additional designs within the stripes. I wove towels in
point twill and submitted five of them to the Handweavers Guild of
America’s towel exchange. For the first of the three towels shown

Notes on Structure
Point twills and point twill variations
allow for fun color changes at the
points. Those changes may take a bit
longer to warp and weave but the end
result is worth the extra effort.

here, I wove using a point-twill treadling
with plaid borders. For the striped towel
(#2), I wove with white only using a treadling that I call “mesh” that is a combination of plain-weave and twill picks and
produces a thirsty cloth. I wove the third
towel as a plaid, with a straight twill treadling that I broke up with points.

1. WARP COLOR ORDER
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#61 Lipstick
#40 Purple
#30 Magenta
#43 Orange
#56 Light Turk
White

cont’d
54
5
23
3
3
52
3
3
5
5
3
5
57
5
5
5
59
5
5
5
23
115
3
17
3
3
17
3
3
194 6
4
4
4
3
3
4
4
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4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
4
4
4
531 ends total

#61 Lipstick
#40 Purple
#30 Magenta
#43 Orange
#56 Light Turk
White
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2. DRAFT
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11x
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cont’d

HEDDLE COUNT
Shaft 4
91
Shaft 3
184
Shaft 2
174
Shaft 1
82
Total
531

3

4

Towel #1

11x

1
2x
3x

Towel #3
1 2 3 4
4 4
3 3
2 2
1
1

#61 Lipstick
#40 Purple
#30 Magenta
#43 Orange
#56 Light Turk
White
sewing thread
floating selvedge (doubled)

Towel #2
1 2 3 4
4 4
3
3
2
2
1 1
3x
2x
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/

/

/

3x
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3. WEFT COLOR ORDER FOR TOWEL #3
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1

Wind a warp of 531 ends 3¾ yd
long following the warp color
order in Figure 1. Wind 4 additional ends of White to be used as
doubled floating selvedges and
set them aside. Warp the loom
using your preferred method following the draft in Figure 2.
Centering for a weaving width of
226/12", sley 2 per dent in a
12-dent reed. Leave an empty
dent, then sley the doubled floating selvedges through the reed
on each side of the warp and
weight them over the back beam.
Wind bobbins with each of the
weft colors. Spread the warp with
scrap yarn.

2

Start weaving with the sewing
thread and then switch to White
8/2 cotton for the hem.

3

Continue weaving towel #1 following the draft in Figure 2 for

about 31". Insert 2 picks of scrap
yarn and start towel #2. Use only
white weft for the body of towel 2.
For towel #3, use the weft color
order chart, Figure 3, for the body
of the towel. The twill treadling
reversals occur at the center of
each large stripe. When you have
finished the third towel, weave
several picks of scrap yarn to protect the weft.

4

Cut the fabric from the loom.
Machine stitch both ends to
secure. Stitch on both sides of the
scrap yarn picks that divide the
towels and cut the towels apart.
Machine wash and dry on hot.
Press the hems under twice and
stitch by hand or machine.

PAT BULLEN started weaving 60 years
ago when her grandmother gave her a
potholder loom. She loved playing with
colors, and still does.
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4-SH A F T

New Hampshire Sunset
JA N E T A . B U R N S

STRUC TURE

Twill.

EQUIPM E NT

4-shaft loom, 47"
weaving width; 10-dent
reed; 5 shuttles; 5
bobbins.

YARNS

Warp: Highland 2-ply wool (900 yd/lb;
Harrisville Designs), Loden, 507 yd;
Hemlock, 462 yd; Topaz, 306 yd; Poppy,
137 yd; Peacock, 91 yd.
Weft: Highland, Loden, 368 yd;
Hemlock, 311 yd; Topaz, 212 yd; Poppy,
94 yd; Peacock, 63 yd.

WARP LE NGTH

462 ends 3¼ yd long (includes floating
selvedges; allows 8" for take-up, 35" for
loom waste; loom waste includes fringe).
SET TS

Warp: 10 epi (1/dent in a 10-dent reed).
Weft: 10 ppi.

Easily woven with an infinite number of color and design possibilities, plaids are my thing. I play with these possibilities using a free
online tool called PlaidMaker. I choose my palette and weave
structure. Then the fun begins.
PlaidMaker allows me to quickly adjust the width or color of
stripes and then select a mirror image of my design horizontally
or vertically to create a symmetrical plaid. When I’m satisfied
with a design, I can save it to PlaidMaker’s public space and have
a copy sent to my email. Within that public space you can
browse or search for designs by title and then review color selections and pixel/thread counts, all of which can be edited and
saved as a new design. Love a color combo but not the design?
Make a few pixel/thread count changes. Love the design but not
the colors? Change them! You can easily search for “New Hampshire Sunset 2” on plaidmaker.com and substitute your own
stash colors to your liking.
When I design my weaving, I most often draw from nature for
inspiration. I spend a few months each year on the New Hampshire coast, and I am continually amazed at the changing colors of
the sky, ocean, and surrounding dunes as the sun brings on the
break of day and later settles down into twilight. This plaid blanket has the deepening blue and russet glow of the eastern sky and
those fading bits of fire and bright blue in the western sky as the
sun dips down out of sight. I added a bit of green for the dune
grass surrounding me, and Poppy and Peacock are my zinger
colors to make the plaid sing. On a cold winter night, this blanket
brings up beach memories.

DIM E NSIONS

Width in the reed: 462⁄10".
Woven length:
(measured under tension
on the loom) 74".
Finished size: (after wetfinishing) 37½" × 59½"
with 3½" fringe.

Weaving tip
For this blanket, the warp color order
and weft color order have the same
sequences. Reading your warp as you
weave may be easier than referring
to the weft color order for every color
change.

1

Wind a warp of 460 ends 3¼ yd long
following the warp color order in Figure 1.
Wind 2 additional ends of Hemlock to use
as floating selvedges and set them aside.
Warp the loom using your preferred
method following the draft in Figure 2.
Centering for a weaving width of 462/10",
sley 1 per dent in a 10-dent reed. Sley the
floating selvedges in empty dents on
each side of the warp and weight them
over the back beam.

2

Wind a bobbin with each of the weft
colors. Leaving at least 8" of unwoven
warp for fringe, spread the warp with
scrap yarn.

3

Weave following the treadling in
Figure 2 and the weft color order in
M A Y / J U N E 2 0 2 1    H A N D W O V E N
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4

Leaving at least 8" for fringe on
both ends, cut the fabric from the
loom. Prepare a twisted fringe of
your desired length using 5 ends
for each edge fringe and 4 ends for
each of the remaining fringes.

5 Wet-finish and full in warm

RESOURCES

plaidmaker.com
spins, weaves, knits,
crochets, sews, and dyes. She is
infatuated by color and fiber.

JANET A . BURNS
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3. WEFT COLOR ORDER

2. DRAFT
115x

4

1. WARP COLOR ORDER
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floating selvedge

/

/

10

5

74"
/

10

10

10

5

3
3

4
10x

water using a mild detergent on
machine wool cycle, or handwash
with agitation, being careful not to
full too much. Put the blanket in the
dryer with no heat for 5 minutes.
Line-dry to eliminate any wrinkles.

HEDDLE COUNT
Shaft 4
115
Shaft 3
115
Shaft 2
115
Shaft 1
115
Total
460
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Figure 3, being careful to maintain
10 ppi. Weave several picks of
scrap yarn to protect the weft.
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2
5

5
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Loden
Peacock
Poppy
Topaz
Hemlock
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Camilla Valley
Farm 2/16 WorstedSpun Wool
BY A N G E L A K . S C H N E I D E R

Camilla Valley Farm’s line of 2/16 worsted-spun wool yarns are some of the
finest weaving yarns I have encountered. By fine I mean thin, but the term
also applies to the quality. If you want to weave a traditional tartan, this is
the yarn to use.
THE YARN

The 2/16 worsted yarn is spun and
dyed by one of Scotland’s oldest
producers of the quintessential
tartan fabric. Worsted in this case
refers to the way the wool is prepared
and spun, aligning the fibers in a
smooth, dense, and hard-wearing
yarn (not to be confused with the
term worsted-weight often used to
describe a size of knitting yarn). This
yarn is thin at 4,400 yards per pound
and 44 wraps per inch, with very
little variation in thickness. It has a
smooth and slightly fuzzy texture,
not silky or particularly soft. It has
little elasticity, less than is typical of
wool yarn, and it has a firm twist,
not a lofty one. The yarn is also
72
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strong. These characteristics come
from the worsted spinning. The yarn
has a slightly unbalanced twist that
gives finished fabrics a slight bias.
The yarn is put up in 4-ounce
(113-gram) tubes of 1,100 yards
(1,006 meters). I encountered only
one knot in winding off about 5,000
yards and no other f laws. I sampled
6 of the 23 available colors: White (a
natural creamy white), Beige, Gold,
Olive, Old Blue, and Wine. The
colors are uniform, and all have a
soft, earthy character that makes
them work well together.
The fine size and smooth nature of
2/16 wool along with its Scottish
pedigree inspired the structures I
chose to weave. I dressed the loom

back to front, drawing the warp
through the lease sticks at the cross
while beaming the first warp. The
sticky yarns required extra attention
to separate at the cross. For the
remaining samples, I avoided the
issue by using a counting cross at the
back and a thread cross at the front
to make beaming easier. I had few
broken warp ends out of nearly 1,500
ends and several yards of weaving.
I wet-finished all the samples by
vigorously handwashing in hot water,
scrubbing on a washboard to
encourage fulling, rinsing in cold
water, spinning out the water, and
laying them flat to dry. I pressed the
dry samples with a steam iron or
steamed the samples with dimensional effects. Color bleeding in the wash
water was faint and not enough to
stain other material. The yarn bloomed
just a little with wet-finishing and did
not shrink much.

Plain-Weave Stripes
Sample Yarns: Warp: 2/16 wool, Wine,
Gold, Olive, and Old Blue; weft: 2/16
wool, Wine.
Setts: 24 ends per inch (epi); 24 picks
per inch (ppi).
Shrinkage in length: 11%.
Shrinkage in width: 12.5%.
Plain weave is an obvious first
choice for sampling. I wove
samples at three setts. My favorite of the group is the sample at

Sample 2:

Tartan (2/2 Twill)
Sample Yarns: Warp and weft: 2/16
wool, Old Blue, Gold, Olive, and Wine.
Setts: 32 epi; 32 ppi.
Shrinkage in length: 10%.
Shrinkage in width: 10%.
The yarn comes from Scotland’s
oldest tartan producer, so tartan
had to be one of the samples! I
designed a plaid using four
colors and sampled at three
setts. At 36 epi, the 2/2 twill required a hard beat, and the
pattern is slightly elongated. The
fabric is very firm and would be

Sample 3:

1/3 and 3/1 Twill
Warpwise Stripes
Sample Yarns: Warp: 2/16 wool, Gold
and Olive; weft: 2/16 wool, Beige.
Setts: 36 epi; 32 ppi.
Shrinkage in length: 10%.
Shrinkage in width: 37%.

24 epi (shown here) that is a balanced and
flexible fabric. All the samples showed tracking, the appearance of diagonal lines in a
plain-weave fabric caused by excess twist in
the yarn trying to escape. Tracking can be
considered a flaw or a feature—I find the
effect pleasing in this swatch. The sample at
32 epi is a firm fabric that I could not square,
even with a hard beat. It would be suitable
for a bag or an item requiring extra durability. At 20 epi, the balanced swatch is a light
and supple fabric that would make a comfortable scarf.

YA RN L A B

Sample 1:

hard-wearing, possibly good for bags (or
bagpipes?). The sample at 32 epi (shown
here) is firm but supple, with the pattern
nicely squared. The hand of the fabric is a
good garment weight for a jacket, vest, or
skirt reminiscent of a kilt—or for an actual
kilt if you want to tackle the yardage. At 24
epi and ppi, the fabric is light and soft, ideal
for a scarf or an item that will have light use.
I washed and scrubbed all three samples
vigorously to encourage fulling; the individual yarns are still distinct, and the yarn ends
are separate on the fringes. The tracking
noted in the plain-weave sample is not
visible here; the unbalanced twist causes
only a very slight bias.

The fineness of the 2/16 wool yarn reminded
me of a dimensional fabric I wove using fine
cotton. Alternating warpwise stripes of 1/3
and 3/1 reversed straight twill tend to curl in
opposite directions. Upon washing, the flatwoven fabric collapses into warpwise ridges
and furrows 1/16 inch deep. The fabric is suitable for garments with body, visual interest,
and elasticity created by the collapse. The
high shrinkage in the width is caused by the
collapsing structure more than the yarn.
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Sample 4:

Twill Pinwheels
Sample Yarns: Warp and weft: 2/16
wool, Old Blue and White.
Setts: 32 epi; 32 ppi.
Shrinkage in length: 11%.
Shrinkage in width: 10%.

Sample 5:

Deflected
Doubleweave
Sample Yarns: Warp and weft: 2/16
wool, Wine; 10/2 pearl cotton
(4,200 yd/lb; UKI), #107 Melon and
#149 Burnt Orange.
Setts: 24 epi; 24 ppi.
Shrinkage in length: 20%.
Shrinkage in width: 19%.

This sample combines color-and-weave and
a dimensional effect in the classic eight-shaft
pinwheel pattern. The firm yarns and high
color contrast create clearly defined shapes.
The cloth has a nice, low-relief surface
texture of hills and valleys between the
centers and edges of the shapes. In addition,
the cloth is stretchy on the diagonal.

For this sample, I used 2/16 wool for one
layer and 10/2 cotton for the other. Setts of
24 epi and ppi are loose for this structure,
leaving room for the yarns to shift during
wet-finishing. The fabric is light and airy
while still stable. The wool layer fulled,
drawing in just enough for the cotton shapes
to be raised just a little against a wool
ground, as though the smooth and lustrous
pearl cotton shapes are resting on a fuzzy
matte wool surface. This is a suitable cloth
for scarves, shawls, or other light-duty uses.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Worsted-spun 2/16 wool is an excellent staple yarn for fine
wool fabrics. It is easy to work with and produces crisp designs. The yarn is strong, smooth, and stable, and has minimal shrinkage for a wool yarn. This is not a wool to choose
for significant fulling or dramatic differential shrinkage
effects, nor is it supersoft to the touch for next-to-the skin
wear. It is an excellent choice for smooth fabrics, low-relief
texture, and classic designs.
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lives and weaves near
Memphis, Tennessee, with a variety of looms,
only one of which got to participate in this Yarn
Lab. Visit her online at angelakschneider.com.
ANGEL A K. SCHNEIDER
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PROJEC T DIREC TORY

Designer/Weaver
Bullen, Pat
Burns, Janet A.

Project

Pages

Weave Structure

Shafts

Level

An Inkling of Summer

46–47

Warp-faced plain weave

Inkle

All levels

Gift-Exchange Towels

64–67

Twill

4

AB, I, A

New Hampshire Sunset

68–70

Twill

4

AB, I, A

Coifman, Lucienne

Mosaic Tiles

48–51

Warp and weft rep weave

8

A

Ellsworth, Yvonne

Fourth of July Picnic Towels

44–45

Plain weave with color-and-weave

RH

All levels

Trompe l’Oeil Placemats and Table Runner

56–59

False damask

8

I, A

Wrap Me in Houndstooth

30–32

Plain weave with color-and-weave

RH

AB, I, A

Asymmetric Elegance

34–36

Twill

4

All levels

Luncheon Napkins

52–54

Plain weave

2 or 4

I, A

Fox, Rebecca
Hubbart, Carla Jeanne
Irwin, Alison
Keck, Kira
Knisely, Tom

Tartan Baby Blanket

60–63

Twill

4

All levels

Palaka-Inspired Canvas Weave

37–39

Canvas weave and plain weave

4

I, A

Celebration Pinwheels and Stars Scarves

40–43

Twill

RH or 4

I, A

Lange-McKibben, Kate
Peck, Nancy

Levels indicate weaving skills, not sewing skills. AB = Advanced Beginner, I = Intermediate, A = Advanced. “All levels” includes very new weavers. RH = rigid heddle.

FINISHING TECHNIQUES

SUPPLIE RS
Brassard, Maurice, et Fils, 1573 Savoie, C.
P. 4, Plessisville, QC, Canada G6L 2Y6, (819)
362-2408, mbrassard.com (Knisely 60–63).

RedFish DyeWorks, (800) 916-0353, (661)
269-0010, redfishdyeworks.com (Hubbart
30–32).

Camilla Valley Farm Weavers’ Supply,
PO Box 341, Orangeville, ON, Canada L9W
2Z7, (519) 941-0736, Fax: (519) 941-0804,
camillavalleyfarm.com, nmanners
@camillavalleyfarm.com (Schneider 72–74).

Red Stone Glen, 435 Popps Ford Rd.,
York Haven, PA 17370, (717) 212-9022,
redstoneglen.com (Knisely 60–63).

Knitting Fever Inc., knittingfever.com
(Peck 40–43).

Silk City Fibers, 135 Kero Rd., Carlstadt, NJ
07072, (973) 942-1100, silkcityfibers.com
(Irwin 34–36).

Eugene Textile Center, 2750 Roosevelt
Blvd., Eugene, OR 97402, (541) 688-1565,
eugenetextilecenter.com (Ellsworth 44–45).

Vävstuga Swedish Weaving and Folk
Arts, 16 Water St., Shelburne Falls, MA
01370-1119, (413) 625-8241, vavstuga.com
(Keck 52–54).

Harrisville Designs, Center Village, Harrisville, NH 03450; orders: (800) 338-9415,
info: (603) 827-3996, harrisville.com (Burns
68–70).

The Woolery, 859 E. Main St., Frankfort, KY
40601, (800) 441-9665, woolery.com, info@
woolery.com (Ellsworth 44–45, Coifman
48–51, Fox 56–59).

Lone Star Loom Room, (888) 562-7012,
lonestarloomroom.com (Lange-McKibben
37–39).

Yarn Barn of Kansas, 930 Massachusetts,
Lawrence, KS 66044, (785) 842-4333,
(800) 468-0035, yarnbarn-ks.com (Boss
46–47, Coifman 48–51, Bullen 64–67).

Lunatic Fringe Yarns, 2291 SW 2nd Ave.,
Fruitland, ID 83619, (800) 483-8749,
lunaticfringeyarns.com (Boss 46–47).

E RR ATA
We do our best, but a few things slipped by us in recent issues. Thank you to all who
brought these errata to our attention through handwoven@longthreadmedia.com.
Here they are in chronological order:
Hoosier Huck Towels by Diane Pigg, May/
June 2020: The picks per inch (ppi) is incorrect. The ppi is closer to 16 rather than 20.
Samba by Melissa Lusk with McCrystle
Wood, November/December 2020: The
treadling is incorrect. The proper treadling order is 1, 4, 2, 3. A draft with the
correct treadling has been added to the
webpage with the design grids PDF
download. handwovenmagazine.com/
design-grids-for-samba/
Bauhaus Weaver Hand Towels by
Christine Novotny, March/April 2021:
The tie-up is incorrect. Treadle 2 should
only be tied to shafts 1 and 2. The corrected
draft is available in the WIF library.
handwovenmagazine.com/wif-library/
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Doubleweave Designs by Sarah Fortin,
March/April 2021: In the project article Fran
Curran was referred to as the former director of the Hartford Artisans Weaving Center.
She is the current artistic director. In the
same project, the sewing thread listed for
warp is not the exact match to what Sarah
used. The exact brand, size, and colorway
is YLI Machine Quilting Thread, 40 weight,
3 ply, Dusk.
Color-Block Bronson Bed Runner by
Susan E. Horton, March/April 2021: The
reference to “two Marys” in the introduction
should have instead been to Mary (Meigs
Atwater) and Carol (Thilenius).
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Twisting (or plying) the fringe
Divide the number of threads for each
fringe into two groups. Twist each group
clockwise until it kinks. Bring both groups
together and allow them to twist around
each other counterclockwise (or twist in
that direction). Secure the ends with an
overhand knot. (Use the same method to
make a plied cord by attaching one end to
a stationary object.)

Simple hemstitching
Weave several picks of plain weave (or
the basic structure of the piece), ending
with the shuttle on the right side if you
are right-handed, left side if you are
left-handed. Measure a length of weft
three times the warp width and cut, leaving the measured length
as a tail. Thread the tail into a blunt tapestry needle.
Take the needle under a selected group of ends above the fell
and bring it up and back to the starting point, encircling the
same group of ends. Pass the needle under the same group,
bringing it out through the weaving two (or more) weft threads
below the fell. Repeat for each group of ends across the fell.
Needle-weave the tail into the selvedge and trim.

Double (Italian) hemstitching
Weave several picks of plain weave
(or the basic structure of the
piece), ending with the shuttle
on the right side if you are righthanded, the left side if you are
left-handed. Measure a length of
weft four times the warp width,
cut, and thread this tail into a
blunt tapestry needle. Take the
needle under a selected group of
warp threads above the fell and bring the needle back to encircle the ends. Next, pass the needle under the same ends
but come up two or more weft rows down from the fell. Then
bring the needle back around the same group of ends below
the fell. Repeat, encircling the next group of ends.

RE A DER’S GUIDE

Boss, Mariellen

A FI B ER E VENT LI K E N O OTH ER . . .

The ultimate
fiber arts retreat
is coming!

Learn from some of the country’s most accomplished
fiber arts teachers, connect with fellow spinners from
around the world, and appreciate the natural beauty and
historic surroundings of the Colorado Chautauqua.

SEP TEMBER 23–28, 2021
FEATURED CLASSES
» Tablet Woven Shoelaces with John Mullarkey
» Weaving Navajo Tapestry with Lynda Teller Pete
» Silk Spinning for Tablet Weaving by John Mullarkey
» and many more

Ticket
are limitesd
!
RESERVE Y
O
SPACE TOD UR
AY

All accommodations, lunches, dinners, classes, materials fees, and evening
events are included. Full refunds are available for any reason up to 30 days
before the event (August 24, 2021) or if the event is moved or cancelled.
We will adhere to social distancing/transmission guidelines, including fixed
class sizes, and sanitizing all surfaces in the conference space each day.

Read the course descriptions and purchase tickets at spinoffretreat.com

Retail Shop Directory
A R I ZO N A

Fiber Creek
Suite 123, 1046 Willow Creek Rd
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 717-1774
fibercreekprescott.com
Tempe Yarn & Fiber
1415 E University Dr
Tempe, AZ 85281
(480) 557-9166
tempeyarn.com
The Spinster
624 E Beale St
Kingman, AZ 86401
(928) 753-3660
spinsterinkingman.com

ARKANSAS

Red Scottie Fibers
51 Eureka Springs St
Eureka Springs, AR 72931
(479) 253-0711
redscottiefibers.com

CALIFORNIA

Alamitos Bay Yarn Company
174 N. Marina Dr
Long Beach, CA 90803
(562) 799-8484
yarncompany.com
Cardigans Yarn and Fiber
3030 State St
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 569-0531
cardigansyarnandfiber.com
Dharma Trading Co
1604 4th Street
San Rafael, CA 94901
(435) 456–1211
dharmatrading.com
Hands On Knitting Center
912 New York Street, Suite A
Redlands, CA 92374
(909) 793-8712
www.handsonknittingcenter.com/

CO LO R A D O

Lambspun of Colorado
1101 E Lincoln Ave
Fort Collins, CO 80524
(800) 558-5262
lambspun.com
Serendipity Yarn & Gifts
PO Box 5120
Buena Vista, CO 81211
(719) 395-3110
serendipityyarn.com
Shuttles, Spindles and Skeins
760 S 43rd St.
Boulder CO 80305
(303) 494-1071
shuttlesspindlesandskeins.com
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Yampa Valley Fiberworks LLC
41180 North Highway 13
Craig, CO 81625
970-824-9568
www.yampavalleyfiberworks.com

F LO R I DA

A Good Yarn
7222 S Tamiami Trail #108
Sarasota, FL 34231
www.agoodyarnsarasota.com
Sheep Thrills
4701 North University Dr
Sunrise, FL 33351
(954) 742-1908
sheepthrillsknitting.com

I DA H O

Halcyon Yarn
12 School St
Bath, ME 04530
(800) 341-0282
halcyonyarn.com

M A RYL A N D

Black Sheep Yarn Shop
9602 Deereco Rd.
Timonium, MD 21093
(410) 628-9276
blacksheepyarnshop.com
Cloverhill Yarn Shop
77 Mellor Ave
Catonsville, MD 21228
(410) 788 7262
cloverhillyarn.com

Lunatic Fringe Yarns, Inc.
2291 SW 2nd Ave
Fruitland, ID 83619
800-483-8749
www.LunaticFringeYarns.com

Michelle Follett’s Textile
Teachings
452 Race Street
Cambridge, MD 21613
(630) 967-4214
michellefollett.com

ILLINOIS

Vulcan's Rest Fibers
2728 Augustine Herman Hwy
Chesapeake City, MD 21915
(410) 885-2890
vulcansrest.com

Fine Line Creative Arts Center
37W570 Bolcum Rd.
St Charles, IL 60175
(630) 584-9443
fineline.org

INDIANA

Spinnin Yarns
145 N Griffith Blvd
Griffith, IN 46319
(219) 924-7333
spinninyarns.com
Tabby Tree Weaver
9832 North by Northeast Blvd
Fishers, IN 46038
(317) 984-5475
tabbytreeweaver.com

KANSAS

Yarn Barn of Kansas
930 Massachusetts
Lawrence, KS 66044
(800) 468-0035
yarnbarn-ks.com

K E N T U C KY

LSH Creations
1584 WELLESLEY DRIVE
Lexington, KY 40513
(859) 321-7831
lshcreations.com
The Woolery
Ste 1A, 859 E Main St
Frankfort, KY 40601
(800) 441-9665
woolery.com

MAINE

Belfast Fiber Arts
171 High St., Suite 8
Belfast, ME 04915
(207) 323-5248
belfastfiberarts.com
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M A S S AC H U S S E T TS

The Fiber Loft
9 Massachusetts Ave
Harvard, MA 01451
(978) 456-8669
thefiberloft.com

WEBS - America's Yarn Store
75 Service Center Rd
Northhampton Rd, MA 01060
(800) 367-9327
yarn.com

MICHIGAN

Gate House Fiber Arts
2400 Faussett Rd
Howell, MI 48855
(810) 923-1136
gatehousefiberarts.com
Heritage Spin & Weaving
47 E Flint
Lake Orion, MI 48360
(248) 693-3690
heritagespinning.com
Knit & Spin
8868 Water St., Suite B
Montague, Mi 49437
(937) 477–5531
www.knitandspin.biz
The Hen House Quilt Shop
211 S Cochran Ave
Charlotte, MI 48813
(517) 543-6454
thehenhousemi.com
Woven Art
325B Grove St
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 203-4467
wovenartshop.com

M I N N E S OTA

Weavers Guild of Minnesota
3000 University Ave SE #110
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 436-0463
weaversguildmn.org

MISSOURI

Hillcreek Yarn Shoppe
4093 E. Ketterer Rd
Columbia, MO 65202
(573) 825-6130
hillcreekyarn.com

NEBRASKA

Laughing Lamb Fibers
925 Illinois St
Sidney, NE 69162
(866) 582-0058
laughinglambfibers.com
Plum Nelly
743 W 2nd Street
Hastings, NE 68901
theplumnelly.com

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Harrisville Designs
PO Box 806
Harrisville, NH 03450
(603) 827-3996
harrisville.com

NEW JERSEY

The Spinnery
33 Race St
Frenchtown, NJ 08825
(908) 996-9004
spinnery.ajmmobilesolutions.com
Woolbearers Yarns
90 High St
Mount Holly, NJ 08060
(609) 914-0003
woolbearers.com

N E W YO R K

Daft Dames Handcrafts
13384 Main Rd
Akron, NY 14001
(716) 542-4235
Fiber Kingdom
137 E Broadway
Salem, NY 12865
(518) 854-7225
fiberkingdom.com
Spinning Room of Altamont
190 MAIN ST / PO BOX 427
Altamont, NY 12009
(518) 861-0038
spinningroom.net
Yarn Shop at Foster Sheep
Farm
460 W River Rd
Schuylerville, NY 12871
(518) 338-6679
fostersheepfarm.com

N O R T H C A RO L I N A

TENNESSEE

W I S CO N S I N

UNITED KINGDOM

Earth Guild
33 Haywood St
Asheville, NC 28801
(828) 255-7818
earthguild.com

Smoky Mountain Spinnery
466 Brookside Village Way Ste 8
Gatlinburg, TN 37738
(865) 436-9080
smokymountainspinnery.com

Icon Fiber Arts
1876 Dickinson Road
De Pere, WI 54114
(920) 351-4024
iconfiberarts.com

George Weil & Sons
Old Portsmouth Rd
Peasmarsh, Guildford GU3 1LZ
01483 565 800
www.georgeweil.com

Silver Threads & Golden
Needles
41 E Main St
Franklin, NC 28734
(828) 349-0515
silverthreadsyarn.com

T E XA S

Fiber Garden
N5095 Old Hwy. 54
Black River Falls, WI 54615
(715) 284-4590
fibergarden.com

Fancy Fibers
111 South Main St
Farmersville, TX 75442
(972) 616-3276
fancyfibers.com
Classes, tools, equipment, and yarn
for weaving, spinning, dyeing, and
rug hooking. Brassard cottons;
Jagger Brothers wools. Kromski,
Schacht, Ashford, Louet, Leclerc,
and Glimakra.

Fiberwood Studio
2709 N. 92nd St
Milwaukee, WI 53222
(414) 302-1849
fiberwoodstudio.com

The Handweavers Studio and
Gallery
140 Seven Sisters Road,
London N7 7NS
020 7272 1891
handweavers.co.uk

Hill Country Weavers
4102 Manchaca Rd
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 707-7396
hillcountryweavers.com

The Woolgatherers
Weaving studio and fiber shop.
Makers of DutchMaster table
looms, spinning stools; Weaving,
spinning, fiber, knitting, needlework—convenient downtown
location. Individual instruction.
Books. Gallery. Fine Fabrics.
25-A N. Main St.
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
920-907-0510
www.woolgatherers.com

Yadkin Valley Fiber Center
321 East Main Street
Elkin, NC 28621
our mailing address:
Post Office Box 631
Elkin, NC 28621
(919) 260-9725
yadkinvalleyfibercenter.org
Fostering creativity in the fiber
arts with beginning to advanced
classes, Olds College Master Weaving Program and guest instructors
throughout the year.

OREGON

Eugene Textile Center
2750 Roosevelt Blvd
Eugene, OR 97402
(541) 688-1565
eugenetextilecenter.com
Pacific Wool & Fiber
13520 SE Southwood Drive
Prineville OR 97754
(503) 538-4741
pacificwoolandfiber.com
Web-sters
11 N Main St
Ashland, OR 97520
(541) 482-9801
yarnatwebsters.com

Yarnivore
2357 NW Military Hwy
San Antonio, TX 78231
(210) 979-8255
yarnivoresa.net
Yarnorama
130 Gonzalez St
Paige, TX 78659
(512) 253-0100
yarnorama.com

U TA H

Needlepoint Joint
241 25th St
Ogden, UT 84401
(801) 394-4355
needlepointjoint.com

VERMONT

P E N N S YLVA N I A

The Speckled Sheep
2707 Old Philadelphia Pike
Bird in Hand, PA 17505
(717) 435-8359
thespeckledsheep.com
Twist Knitting & Spinning
5743 ROUTE 202
LAHASKA, PA 18938
(215) 794-3020
twistknittingandspinning.com

SOUTH CAROLINA

LoftyFiber
101 NE Main St Suite M
Easley, SC 29640
864-810-4747
loftyfiber.com

Vermont Weaving Supplies
4 Signal Pine Rd
Putney, VT 05346
(802) 579-3777
vermontweavingsupplies.com
Selling looms, equipment, yarn,
kits, and clubs for learning while
creating. Easy, informative, creative shopping, from your first
loom through becoming a master
weaver.

W E S T V I RG I N I A

Kanawha City Yarn Co
5132A MacCorkle Ave SE
Charleston, WV 25304
(304) 926-8589
kcyarncompany.com

Sievers School of Fiber Arts
986 Jackson Harbor Rd
Washington Island, WI 54246
(920) 847-2264
sieversschool.com

W YO M I N G

Weft Blown Ltd
25-27 Ritchie St
West Kilbride North Ayrshire
Scotland, UK, KA23 9AL
+44 (0) 7930 657900
info@weftblown.com

Advertiser Index
Ashford Handicrafts LTD������������������������� 14–15
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The
Fiber
House
The Fiber House
146 Coffeen Ave
Sheridan, WY 82801
Vendors for Schacht, Ashford, and
Kromski wheels and looms. Supplies for all fiber arts needs. Individual and group classes. See our
website for more.
(877) 673-0383
thefiberhouse.com
Sheridan, Wyoming
www.thefiberhouse.com
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Where the Wildflowers Grow
Gallery
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Kakara Woolworks Kurashiki
2154 Nakasyo
Kurashiki-shi, Okayama-ken 7100016
+81-(0)86-486-3099
kakara-woolworks.com
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mkimbrough@longthreadmedia.com
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EN DNOTE S

A Wedding Tartan
By Judy Steinkoenig

When my only daughter, J. Kathryn, and her beloved Jefferson
announced their engagement, I had three simultaneous thoughts:

The wedding would take place outside, in the Colorado mountains. For
the bride, I knew a shawl would be
perfect. But what could I weave for
the groom? He planned to order a
kilt in his family tartan of County
Kilkenny, Ireland. Jefferson’s mother,
Janet Butler, was knitting the traditional kilt hose for him. I could
weave material for the kilt! After all,
a traditional tartan is simply a specific color order in the warp and weft
done in a balanced 2/2 twill using a
worsted wool. However, as I soon
learned, there is much more to it.
There are strict rules and regulations that govern the weaving of
authentic tartan fabric and the construction of a kilt. To begin with, you
need a lot of fabric for a kilt, especially when the wearer, like Jefferson,
is 6 feet, 4 inches tall. In my research,
I learned I would need at least 9
yards of 30-inch-wide fabric after it

The beautiful shawls for the bride and
bridesmaids that Judy wove added a
special touch to her daughter’s wedding.
80
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was washed and finished! As for the
construction of a proper kilt, I didn’t
stand a chance.
I shelved that idea and designed
the shawl. The couple had a very specific color in mind: “the blue sky of
the Colorado mountains.” Instead of
small samples, I wove several
scarves, playing with colors, fibers,
and weave structures. As I finished
each scarf, I gave it to the bride and
groom to consider. One day, I
received a phone call from my
daughter, and her voice was filled
with excitement. “I believe we have
found our blue. Jefferson is blown
away, not only by the color but by the
creation, the design and how awesome it is. Do I get to keep the scarf,
too? Because I love it.”
I wove her wedding shawl in 20/2 silk
with a huck lace pattern. I twisted the
fringe with some blue beads to add a
bit of sparkle. Evenings in the Colorado
high country are very cool, so the
bridesmaids also needed shawls. Back
to more sample scarves. With J. and Jefferson’s approval, I wove a mixed warp
of cotton and silk with a weft of cotton
in cream with blue inlays for each
bridesmaid. One of the sample scarves
became a cowl for the flower girl.
The tartan still tantalized me.
When I found out the groomsmen
were wearing Black Watch kilts, I
realized I could weave tartan material for the ring bearer, my grandson,
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hooray, congratulations, and what can I weave for them?

Judy’s grandson in his handwoven,
handsewn kilt.

James. You don’t need much material
for a two-year-old’s kilt.
For James’s kilt and sash, I used
2/18 merino wool from Jagger Spun
sett at 24 ends per inch, which is a
fairly open sett for a tartan (usually
they’re sett much closer). The warp
was 3 yards long and 15 inches wide
in the blue, black, and green of the
Black Watch tartan. While weaving,
I was careful with my beat to achieve
24 picks per inch. James’s mother,
Carolyn, an accomplished seamstress, was willing to sew the kilt
and sash. Using the selvedge as the
bottom (one of the kilt rules) and
sewing the pleats, she had it fitting
perfectly. James’s father, Michael,
wore the sash as he helped James
carry the rings down the aisle.
It was a lovely wedding with the
Colorado mountains as a backdrop.
The bride was beautiful and radiant,
and the groom was resplendent in his
authentic kilt. One does wonder
about what is worn beneath a kilt.
That is up to the wearer. I don’t know
what Jefferson wore under his kilt, but
I know James wore a diaper.

